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From the Editor’s Desk
My late father always used to ask me, “Why do you write such dark things?
Why can’t you write something happy?”
If you know me personally, you know I’m no stranger to tragedy, grief,
loss, and longing. Sadly, it’s part of my foundation. My father was a brilliant
man, but had he turned on the lights to accurately see our cancer-ravaged
home, he would’ve understood how obtuse that question actually was.
At times, I was a victim of it all. Others, I used it to build something
good for the world. Over the years, I’ve been consistently surprised by how
many people reach out to me, noting a story of mine they’ve just read has
touched them in a deeply personal way; that it has helped them to recognize
their own hurt, grieve, or be comforted. It’s proof that we should never keep
our pain in the back of a forgotten closet; we should, instead, take it out, dust
it off, and examine it once in a while. It might make the house so dark we
cannot see our way to the front door, but it might also throw open the
drapes and windows, letting in the light, letting in the air.
This is at the heart of 34 Orchard, and what lives here. In this issue,
eighteen artists from all over the globe deliver visceral work that unpacks the
things we don’t want to admit are in our basements. We rummage through
the terrifying reality of true identity, the shame of murderous thoughts, and
the regret of chances not taken. We unbox the selfishness of the unsatisfied,
the pining of abandonment, the madness of loss, and the trauma of abuse.
Among these, though, gleam the forgotten heirlooms: the joyous
scintillation of true love, the nostalgia of pleasant memories, and the relief of
reconciliation. The closure of letting go, the satisfaction of justice, the peace
of acceptance, and the courage to face the final, great unknown.
People need to know that they are not alone; that there are others out
there who share their experiences. That what they are going through is
simply nothing more than being human, and that sometimes, when the lights
go out, all that’s really needed is a trip to the fuse box.
Welcome to my home.
Welcome to 34 Orchard.

“Someone I loved once gave me a box full of
darkness. It took me years to understand that
this too, was a gift.”
~ Mary Oliver
“The Uses of Sorrow”
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Trenchman

John Wayne Comunale

Carrie peered through the curtains of her bedroom window and saw that he
was still there.
She didn’t know why she expected anything different, since he’d been
standing on the sidewalk across the street from her house for the last five
days. Every time she looked out, he would simply hold up his hand,
displaying a finger for each day he’d been there. It had taken her a couple of
days to actually figure out that was what the fingers represented, but now it
was clear as he held up one hand with all five fingers extended.
The man wore a long trench coat that plunged all the way to the
ground, completely covering his feet, and the collar seemed larger than
usual. He kept it turned up and pulled close to his face, obscuring his
features, and the only things she could make out were dark eyes, shining like
polished onyx from within the shadow.
Carrie had taken to referring to him as Trenchman. Since his arrival,
things had gotten strange around the neighborhood, and while she knew him
to be directly responsible, she didn't know how, since all he really did was
stand across the street all day and all night.
First, the power had gone out, followed by cellular, landline, and
internet service. Carrie had no way to contact anyone, and nobody could
contact her. Her parents were gone, having become the first victims of
Trenchman on the second day.
She’d pointed him out to her parents, so her father strutted out to
confront him. Her mother watched from the lawn while Carrie stayed at the
window.
Her father approached the man and engaged politely, which was his
way of handling confrontation, and Trenchman responded by reaching out
and pulling her father’s face off. He didn’t rip it off like in the bloody,
gore-filled scenes she’d watched in monster movies. He simply grabbed the
skin below her father’s chin and peeled it off like he was removing a

bandage.
Trenchman opened his coat just enough to slip the face inside while
her father’s body swayed dazedly before collapsing on the sidewalk. Carrie’s
mother screamed, dashed across the street, and knelt next to her fallen
husband before standing to face Trenchman.
She’d barely gotten a word out when he grabbed her face, peeled it
away, and slipped it into his coat. Carrie watched her mother’s body wobble
like a toy whose battery was dying before she collapsed as well.
On the fifth day, there were bodies piled up on the sidewalk around
Trenchman, since anyone who’d approached him had met the same fate as
Carrie’s parents. She watched from her window as he removed the faces
from her neighbors, the mailman, random passers-by, and even a few police
officers unable to call for backup, since their radios had stopped working
along with everything else. One by one, Trenchman peeled faces off with no
noticeable effort and added them to the collection in his coat.
Carrie sat at her window the entire fifth day, watching Trenchman
while he watched her back. They watched each other until the sun began to
rise, and then Trenchman held up all five fingers of his left hand, and one
from his right. Carrie knew what had to happen next, and she stepped back
from the window. During the entire sixth day, nobody approached
Trenchman, which, so far, had been the only day such a thing had happened
since her father had started it off.
There was no one else coming, and Carrie knew it; now it was her turn.
She was the only one left to face Trenchman, and she’d already resigned
herself to the same fate as the others.
She figured being faceless and dead was better than being alone
forever.
Carrie slipped on the winter coat she kept by the front door. It hadn’t
seen much use in the last week, and this was probably its last hurrah. She
stepped into her boots and pulled the fur lining of her hood close to her face,
so she could smell it one last time before stepping outside.
The piles of bodies looked much different from this vantage point, and
it seemed like they’d gotten impossibly bigger. Thin wafts of steam rose
steadily, which she hadn’t noticed from her window’s view. There was the
smell, too—or rather, the lack thereof. Carrie thought for sure a large number
of dead bodies would produce an overpowering, heinous stench, but she
smelled nothing, save the crispness in the winter air.
There was a clear path from Carrie’s front door directly to Trenchman,
which she’d known was by design. The collar still hid his face, but behind it,
the floating black orbs stayed trained on her, and she pulled her coat tightly
against her body as she began the walk. Trenchman stood frozen, with the
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only movement coming from the steady rise and fall of his chest as he
breathed, calm and even. She studied the bodies as she passed by. They
were all, indeed, faceless, only instead of bloody, exposed skulls, there was
blank, featureless flesh, running smooth and flat across the space their faces
used to occupy.
Carrie stepped up to Trenchman, confidently staring into the black
eyes of his shadowed face. Several seconds of silence passed, and she
detected a slight change in his eyes that made her think he was smiling.
“You made it six whole days,” said Trenchman.
“Yeah.” Carrie was unsure if he even expected her to answer.
“Too bad; I can do that standing on my head.” With that, he reached
out and tapped her on the shoulder. “You’re it! Oh, and good luck beating
twenty-seven faces!”
“What?” Carrie was talking to no one, though. Trenchman had run past
her, down the path, and into the house.
The door slammed behind him.
Carrie stood, puzzled, staring at the house as if she expected it to
explain what just happened. Suddenly, up in the window—her window—the
head of Trenchman appeared. He pulled down his collar to reveal he was
actually a little girl—a little girl who looked just like Carrie—except for the
eyes; the eyes remained as black and ominous as they’d always been.
An icy wind blew, and Carrie hugged the coat to her body even tighter,
only it wasn't her coat anymore. Now, she was wearing an oversized trench
that scraped the ground at her feet. The wind launched another chilling
attack, and Carrie pulled up the collar to protect her face and neck. She eyed
her window again. The little girl smiled, waved, and held up a single finger.
Carrie mimicked the action.
Day one had begun.
Suddenly, she heard someone call to her. She turned to see a man
approaching, weaving in and out of the bodies without giving it a second
thought.
“Hey buddy,” the man said. “What are you doing here? You can’t be
here. You understand me?”
Carrie sighed, and when the man was within arm’s reach, she grabbed
the skin beneath his chin and peeled.

Madame Rosio Holds a Séance
J. Federle

The chanting of another old woman
climbs the parlour room walls, coaxing
the mist that is me
from the wood of this house,
which I saturate.
Water—as I recall—
tasted like cold rocks smell
like breeze
on bare skin,
but in the throat.
I cannot drink …
so I pace the courtyard cobblestones
at night.
“Are you aware that you are dead?”
I am in the parlour room,
suspended
above a mahogany table.
The wallpaper—olive green and gold
vines weave like veins into
the ceiling’s white moulding. Last time,
these walls were … blue? Red
with yellow flowers? Or was that the shawl
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of the previous medium …
I contemplate, unseen,
as the old woman groans.
Wind whistles down the flue—
her candle flames twitch. The cat
startles at dust, toppling a vase.
“We’ll move out tomorrow,” the wife insists.
Her husband nods. The medium breaks the circle,
drops the couple’s hands … I flow back outside,
back to the cobblestones.
Sometimes moonlight tangles
in my fragile lines. Another child
sees, another family calls
the next old woman—but always
I return to the courtyard,
pacing, pondering the long shadow
of the balcony above.
I cannot remember why I jumped.
How thirsty I am
for the answer.

A Murder
Die Booth

The sun is high, shrinking the shadows around our feet. Amy sticks to the
shade, pale thing, gliding in darkness. I follow. It seems the thing to do. She
can’t help how she is: I know; she told me so.
The wind through the trees sounds like stormy seas. I turn my face to
the gale and feel a little more free. This was my place and now it’s our place.
Amy has entered it, and made a nest. She says, “I was so lonely before I met
you.”
“I’m sorry,” I say. It feels inadequate: the confessions that seem to
come so easily to her appear, like ‘I love you,’ to require reciprocation, rather
than my repeated reassurance.
“You don’t have to be sorry. It wasn’t your fault.” Amy links her arm
through mine. It feels heavier than it should, but maybe I’m just tired. “I can
hardly remember what it felt like for us not to be friends now.”
I can hardly remember, either.
Here is a space between places. A strange stretch of fields with a
skyline on one side: the other is wild. This no man’s land in the middle seems
to change in scope and size, a mirage buzzing, contained by the path around
the outside. It’s this path I walked every day. Before Amy. And now.
Halfway around the fields there’s a fallen tree, its branches curving
downward, like the hull of a keeled ship. From a distance, all you see is
green. When you get close, what looked so watertight reveals gaps. A thing
that could never really float. Along the arch of its bow, crows cluster,
muttering. Peering down between its bare ribs, into the undergrowth within.
On occasion, one will hop down, disappear. Diving for treasure.
“Why’s it called a murder of crows?” Amy says.
I look at the rack of avian blades above us and wonder why she has to
ask. “Dunno. I’ll have to look it up.”
At the end of the pathway, today, we part.
Amy lingers at the gate, shading her eyes. “T.T.F.N.O.”
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“What’s T.T.F.N.O?”
“It’s ta-ta for now with a hug. I used to say it to my best friend in high
school. Before we lost touch.”
Her clutch is warm and lasting. I can still feel the ghost of encircling
arms far after the blanched splash of her hair has faded into the city distance.
♥
The summer turns, like the second hand of a clock. I chase the sunlight,
sidestepping shadows that grow longer as I look.
She’s broadcasting today. Head down, hands twisting.
I say, “Are you okay?”
“No.” She looks up at me and smiles all brave, dark eyes alert as a
bird’s. I wait for it. "It’s Dave.”
“Do you want to talk?” I recite my rehearsed line.
“It’s just—he doesn’t realize he takes it out on me. He’s just a bit down
at the moment too.”
I can empathize. "Poor guy. I might give him a call.”
“No, don’t,” she says, quickly. “He doesn’t like to talk about it. He gets
awkward.” She peers at me through her hair. “He doesn’t really trust people;
it takes him a long time. And he won’t like that I’ve been talking about him.
Especially not with you. So don’t say anything to him.”
I think about the Dave I’ve met. Of the few short occasions we’ve
spent time alone: a lift to the train station, a walk to the corner shop for beer
that only I’ll drink. Dave, quiet and affable and utterly level. “Okay,” I say.
We round the fallen tree in silence. Then Amy says, “You always know
exactly how I’m feeling. Dave just gets annoyed with me, but you always
know what to say.” She smiles. “You’re not like other men. You’re better.” She
seems lifted. I feel … worse.
Amy is jubilant at falling leaves. They swirl on the cooling breeze like
her skirts. The world falling down. With them comes rain: I’m getting colder.
The crows hunch and blink, miserable in the drizzle. One by one, they drop
into the secret space inside the tree, cawing code words.
She tracks their slow swoop with quick eyes. “What do they eat?”
I shrug. Stoop to pick up a black feather, pointed as a dagger. I twirl it
in my fingers. “Carrion,” I say.
♥
The dropped leaves rot. Turn slippery and treacherous, turn the path
black. Like mud, but not. The air smells like a pause: it hooks in my lungs,

anticipating.
“Are you okay?”
“I’m fine,” I say. But I’m not.
She knows: her gaze searches, pries at the cracks. Seeking something
tasty. Amy feeds off feeling needed. She wants every little piece. “You can
tell me, you know. You can always talk to me,” she prods, expectantly. I’ve
trod this path before. Weakness is her strength and she wants my
vulnerability. To know she’s not alone in her misery.
“I know,” I say. “Thank you. I appreciate it.”
She nods, her head tilted, still waiting for a treat. The crows crouch,
conspiring, on the topmost bow of the big tree. The wind through the
branches sounds like an avalanche: starting distant, pummelling down.
Fixing to bury me alive. “It’s not you. I just don’t feel like talking about it. To
anybody,” I try.
I think she can sense the lie.
We all deserve our secrets. Our quiet time. Not even the fellow
capsized, clutching at the same piece of driftwood, should be denied privacy
inside his own mind. But Amy wants every bit of me. She wants to pick the
bones clean. I wait, like the waiting feeling in the air; the moments-fromdiscovery feeling. And finally she nods, satisfied. Takes my arm and says, “It
feels like we’ve been best friends forever.”
Her sympathy clings, sweet as boiling sugar, to my skin.
♥
Why is it called a murder? I’ve heard that the crows eat their own.
They cannibalize.
I wait, and I try. And I try. In the end, I can’t help it. It’s just how I am,
Amy. It’s not you, it’s me. My phone buzzes and buzzes: I ignore it until it dies.
I know when I switch it back on, her messages will be there, in implicating
piles, and I’ll bury them, unread, beneath new ones. From friends who
demand less.
♥
It’s nearly Christmas. My sweat smells like tinsel. I walk the path. The
same, but not. All the life scoured from the trees, the sky bleached, combed
with brittle clouds like bottle-blonde hair, snatching my words with spirit
hands. The crows croak. Flap against the white sparkle of frosted grass, black
as broken umbrellas. All blown inside out by too strong a storm to stand.
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If anything was alive out here, it’s frozen now. If anything was dead, it’s
preserved past the point of disappearing gracefully. I think of sparkling white
frost and sparkling black eyes. Then, even the crows go somewhere else in
this cold. I’m all alone. I’m all alone.

Tales from a Communion Line
Yash Seyedbagheri

You are twelve and your ever-so-drunk father is in the Episcopalian
communion line. His mustache is neatly trimmed and all the more ominous,
and he wears a neat blue Brooks Brothers suit, as if he is still teaching at the
university and still wears confidence on his sleeve, as if he has not
succumbed to drunkenness and malaise. As if Mama has not left. But he is
drunker than usual. This is the anniversary of Mama leaving. He has come to
church drunk, not too drunk, but charming before. He has told lies, claimed
he has new teaching jobs, when he’s working a low-end job in a bookstore.
People have laughed it off, even as they looked uneasy, as you tried to tell
them who he is.
Today is different. Maybe today is the day parishioners will see the
things he’s successfully concealed. You feel it, see it in his hazel eyes,
bloodshot and wide, in the way he paces, the way he drifts in and out of your
space. You can smell whiskey on his breath, think of those old Whiskeypalian
jokes Mama used to tell when he lost his job, first started drinking, until it
wasn’t a joke and she took flight into the world, after one too many bottles
flung. Where you find three or four Episcopalians gathered, you’ll find a fifth.
She always laughed, a tired but tender little laugh. And your father has a fifth
of every kind of booze. Whiskey, bourbon, vodka. You have tried to drain it,
but more appears.
“The Body of Christ,” proclaims Reverend Botkin, administering the
bread to Mrs. Drew, just ahead of you in the line. But the only body you’re
thinking of now is your own. You feel like a ballerina, pirouetting around beer
bottles being flung, dancing around his rage. You have kept things to
yourself, dreams of running away, finding Mama. Any sort of home. You have
kept things because people don’t understand and don’t want to.
Your father lunges, calls you your mother’s child, says you don’t
deserve to take the Eucharist. You crippled her. She wouldn’t have left if you
weren’t so damn needy. He refers to himself in the third person as Daddy,
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but you will not call him Dad. Father. Especially as he proclaims you should
be sent to an orphanage. He needs to be alone.
He is crying. You hate him. You feel sorry for him and wonder why the
fuck she left you. Did she see signs of him in you? His temper? His sadness,
even? Something smaller? You want to scream at her. You wish she were
here to hold you and tell jokes. Take you to the movies, where you once
snuck in candy and felt comfort in Mother’s smile, the two of you absorbed
in different worlds. And she used to take you to R-rated movies, things like
The Hangover, because she needed absurdity—normalcy, as she put it.
No more tigers in hotels or Mother’s laughter. It’s just you and a drunk.
And a church.
You stand, trying to quiet him down, parishioners trying to restrain
him. His anger rises; he leans in, clenches his fists. He looks pathetic, like a
movie character. The angry, drunk father.
Reverend Botkin stands there, helpless, with the bread to dispense to
the other parishioners. You are surrounded by stained glass and solace, but
feel defeated, as if you are already a loser, doomed to become a drunk with
a family that will disperse. You don’t want to think that way, though.
Reverend Botkin says everyone is loved by God, and you want to believe
this. But why would God inflict this on you? Take Mama? Have you done bad
things?
Your father keeps criticizing, yelling. She never understood the world,
never understood what it meant to lose a job. You don’t either. You’re a bad
son, he says, so pathetically you feel sorry for him, for Mama.
You think of Mama, weary, think of your need for love, feel like
throwing up. You wish your father would become the old, confident sort,
who took you bowling, told dirty jokes. You wish Mama would show up, like
some biblical miracle, whisk you away. You wish you didn’t have to lock your
door every night, only to have him bust it down. Destroy your walls. And you
fervently wish you could dream like an ordinary kid, ride bikes, get into
trouble. Not tiptoe around your father’s temper.
You call your father a loser. Maybe it’s frustration. Maybe it’s the fact
he’s made you feel like one. Maybe it’s the church seeing all this, seeing your
family, ruined. Or maybe it’s because people speak Episcopalian lingo, not
labeling things directly. You utter it again and again, knowing what is coming,
but knowing you must say all this.
As if on command, he grabs you, arms clenching your shoulders. Your
father shoves you, a determined, cold shove. You feel that forceful, ominous
rush, feel yourself losing control, trying to lean backward, but going forward.
Your head strikes the communion rail, which comes tumbling down. Pain
courses to your mind: intense, tormenting, pushing. Order disrupted.

People huddle around, whispering, offering solace, comfort—empty
comfort. Silhouettes among the stained glass. They glare at your father, do
not think to grab him, lead him out by force. They stare, whisper, point. They
talk of calling social services or trying to find her, but you know they never
will. They have spoken like this before. You look to the vaulted ceiling, hoping
for some intervention from God, for anything to happen, here and now, but it
doesn’t happen. Maybe it’ll happen tomorrow, a month from now, but for
now, one dark truth hits you like a bell:
Mama is gone, you are stuck with your father and these parishioners
don’t really know you, nor the energy of danger. Even now. They inhabit lives
of starched smiles and neat families. They will love you on Sunday and
disappear on Monday, or so it has seemed all these years. And you will keep
waiting, hoping, pleading with God, with the world, hoping, because you
have nothing else, because hope is the only thing that you can really possess
now, as ridiculous and small as it is.

“Each thing we love takes a little piece of us
whether we give it willingly or not. By the time
we find the person we were meant to be with,
we’re a honeycombed shell of what we once
were.”
- Eric LaRocca
“/thestrangethingwebecome”

A Hand Against My Window
Deborah L. Davitt

There’s a hand against my window
half-shadow, half-real;
if I concentrate hard enough
I can pretend—
can lie—
can make myself believe—
that it’s just a branch
slowly waving in the breeze
backlit by the streetlights;
just a prop moving
against stage lights and their gels;
just a figment
of my imagination,
as it caresses the window
(as if it wished
the glass were my flesh)
as it claws the glass,
rattling it with its desire to get in
(my house, my body, my life)
as it slides limply down the panes
leaving a trail of blood
rendered black by night;
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I shiver in my bed
and pretend,
pretend,
pretend.

Night Crier
Stephen Mark Rainey

NOW:
His mother’s dull gray eyes were focused inward, her smile wistful.
After some long reflection, she looked up at him from her bed. “I remember
when you were little, you were always scared on Halloween. Do you
remember that?”
“Yes, I remember.”
“It didn’t seem to be the trick-or-treaters or the decorations. It was
something else. I never really understood it. Did you?”
“I can’t say I did. It was just a kid thing, I guess.”
“You always were a good son. You’re still a good son, and I thank you
for all your care. I know so many people whose children don’t visit them,
even at holidays. It must break their hearts.”
“I try my best.”
“Tell me your name again.”
“It’s Bill, Mom.”
“I know I’ve asked you before. I’m sorry I repeat myself.”
“It’s all right.”
“It’s frustrating not to remember. But I do remember long-ago things.
Like your dad. I miss him so much. He was a good husband and father. And
he was proud of you.”
“I’ve always wanted to make him proud.”
“He’d be proud of you now.” She looked into the mirror atop the
dresser at the far end of the bed, her face beaming, as if memories of every
wonderful thing in her life had come rushing back.
That would be too much to hope for. Mom was just a shell, a poorly
drawn caricature of the loving, intelligent woman she had always been.
Her disease was killing him.
“I’m so glad you’re here. It’s lonely when you’re not. Sometimes I’m
afraid.”
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“You don’t need to be afraid, Mom. When I’m not here, you have good
nurses staying with you.”
“I don’t remember them.” She stared into the distance before looking
back at him. “What was your name again?”
“Bill.”
“Oh, yes. I remember when you were little, you were always scared on
Halloween. It didn’t seem to be the trick-or-treaters or the decorations. It
was something else. Do you remember that?”
“Yes, Mom. I remember.”
♥
THEN:
Even with the nightlight on, the darkness felt smothering, like a cold,
clinging blanket. He could hear his heartbeat—buh-bump, buh-bump,
buh-bump—and the more he concentrated on the sound, the louder and
faster it got. Above him, the colorful birds that hung on wires from the ceiling
looked mean and menacing. Tiny black eyes and ragged wings and sharp
beaks, not nice and cute as they appeared in sunshine. With his thumb and
forefinger, he kneaded a corner of the bedsheet, for the repetitive motion
with the soft fabric soothed him. It helped slow his heartbeat.
Before he went to bed, the doorbell had rung and rung, and Mommy
held him while Daddy kept opening the door to lots of faces hovering in the
little island of light outside. They all looked different, but all were wrong,
some with big staring eyes and gaping mouths; others with wild, stringy hair
and huge ears; and some with glittering speckles on their faces and antennae
sprouting from their heads. There was lots of hollering, and Daddy putting
candy in the bags they thrust forward, and each time another group
appeared, Mommy laughed and said, “Cute. So cute!”
They seemed a little scary, but he didn’t think they would hurt him. All
they wanted was to make noise and get candy.
But that other noise—the one he could barely hear, for it came from far
away—it was scary.
The sound drifted from the dark space beyond his half-open curtains:
a weird, musical wailing that rose and fell, almost in rhythm with his
heartbeat. At first, he thought it was a bird—because he sometimes heard
birds calling, even at night. Then he thought it was a person singing, maybe
even Mommy, but it couldn’t be. She was with Daddy in their bedroom.
Maybe the people with strange faces. Maybe candy wasn’t all they wanted.
But what else could they want?
The wailing went on for a long time, though it never seemed to get

louder or closer. Finally, it rose long and shrill, and then went silent, but his
heart kept going buh-bump, buh-bump, buh-bump, and he was breathing
so fast he began to hiccup. After some time, and the hiccupping wouldn’t go
away, he heard footsteps in the hall. The door opened, and there was
Mommy, a tall silhouette standing in the hallway light.
“Oh, honey,” she whispered. She placed one hand on his chest and
brushed his tousled hair back from his forehead with the other. “What’s
wrong? Were you scared? Did the trick-or-treaters frighten you?”
His heart slowed and the hiccups subsided at her touch. He shook his
head, and his eyes turned to the window. She left his bedside, pulled back
the curtains, and peered into the darkness for what seemed a very long time.
But when she came back to him, she smiled and said, “Everything is all right
now. You go back to sleep, and it will be morning before you know it.
He nodded and smiled back. He didn’t want her to leave the room yet,
but he knew everything would be fine now.
She bent down and kissed him on the forehead. “I love you, honey.
Goodnight.”
“G’night, Mommy.”
♥
NOW:
The money was running out, and after a full year’s time, there had not
been a single call about the house. The local economy was too slow, the
place too old and too big to sell. A few more months, and there would be
nothing left to pay the nurses. Medicaid would probably be his last option,
but all he had heard about Alzheimer’s patients on Medicaid were horror
stories. To save paying the nurses the time and a half weekend rate, he had
been making the three-hour drive to Aiken Mill from Richmond almost every
weekend for the past year, but overtime at the office had kept him away for a
full month now.
“Her condition is getting worse,” Vonda said. Of the trio of nurses that
looked after Mom, Vonda was the best. From keeping the house spotless, to
taking Mom to her doctor appointments, to handling all the shopping, she
went beyond the call of duty when he wasn’t there. “Mrs. Caswell has been
getting ornery lately, and you know that’s not like her. She’s always been the
sweetest lady I’ve ever known. She so reminds me of my grandmother.”
He frowned. “She’s never been impatient or short-tempered before.
That’s a big change.”
“She’s taken to wandering around the house at night too. Says she
can’t sleep, so she just goes back and forth from room to room. I don’t think
she’s ever gone outside, but she could fall down the basement stairs or
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knock over a lamp and get cut. I try not to let her out of my sight, but she’s
getting to where she doesn’t want me to interfere with her, even if she
doesn’t have any idea what she’s doing.”
“That’s all new.”
“Dr. Barrow increased her dosage of memantine and donepezil, but
there’s not much else he can do.” Vonda went quiet and stared past him for a
moment. “Mr. Caswell, I do have to give you some news. I’m going to be
leaving the nursing staff in two weeks. There’s a great opportunity in Atlanta
to start up a private nursing team with a couple of partners. I can’t say no to
that.”
Despair lanced his heart and sent his head reeling. There was no one in
Aiken Mill who could replace Vonda. He could not even try to smile at her. “I
know that’s your calling,” he finally said. “I’m sure you’ll do well, but I’ll miss
having you here. You’ve done more for Mom than anyone else, even her old
friends.” He gave a wry chuckle. “Of, course, most of her friends are no better
off than she is.”
“I’m going to miss her more than anyone,” Vonda said. Her wide,
amber-brown eyes were wet. “Since before her memory was so far gone,
she’s treated me like a member of the family. I’ll never forget that.”
“That’s just how she is.” He had to brush back a tear of his own. “Was.”
♥
THEN:
He was getting too old for trick-or-treating, but it was still the best
thing about Halloween. He didn’t relish the idea of sitting home alone
watching movies or commiserating with his friends about the passing of their
childhoods. He did enjoy dressing up in costumes, the scarier the better, and
one of the few advantages of being short was that adults wouldn’t peg him
for twelve years old if they couldn’t recognize him. Tonight, he had worn a
rubber scarecrow mask that fully covered his face, with an old sweatshirt
and jeans stuffed with straw. Damn if it didn’t itch, but he sure enjoyed the
spooky look. He actually drew a few shocked stares from the neighbors
when they opened their doors. Happily, he and Charles and Frank had made
a good haul this evening.
It was getting on that time. Every year on Halloween night, the sound
came out of the woods: the keening, mournful cry he had first heard when
he was still in the crib. Until a couple of years ago, it had always terrified him,
but now it fascinated him. No, that wasn’t right. It still scared the hell out of
him. But since he had turned ten, on Halloween night, the sound drew him to
the back porch, where he would stand peering and listening until it went

silent. Whatever it was, it remained far away, never approaching or receding.
It wasn’t going to hurt him, he told himself. It was just a noise. It wasn’t a bird
or any animal he knew, or a recording, or someone playing an annual prank.
He knew what it was not.
Beyond the porch railing, the backyard extended for a couple of
hundred feet before ending at a steep, rocky ravine, through which a little
creek ran. Then there was only a vast expanse of unbroken woodland—or so
it had always been. Unseen amid the distant hills, bulldozers had begun
clearing lots for new houses, and in the daytime, he could hear the heavy
machinery and sharp cracking of falling trees.
If they kept cutting, would they find the source of that noise?
“Well, here you are,” came Mom’s voice. He didn’t realize she had
come out to the porch. “Did you enjoy your Halloween?”
“It was pretty good,” he said. He had never spoken to Mom about his
Halloween night terrors. Well, not since he was very little.
“Your friends have gone home, haven’t they?”
“Yes.”
“Since it’s Friday night, if you’d like to stay up a little later, it’ll be all
right.”
“Cool, thanks.”
She stood beside him and peered into the woods. “You always used to
close yourself indoors after trick-or-treating, like something upset you. I
guess not anymore, huh? Did something upset you, Bill?”
He felt her eyes studying him.
“Does it still?”
He shrugged. “I dunno. I’ve always liked Halloween and all, but there’s
just something about it. Can’t really explain.”
It was just past ten o’clock.
The first strains of the wailing cry came wafting out of the woods.
“When you were little, you used to cry every Halloween night. It
always seemed like something scared you.”
An almost melodic, warbling noise, muted by distance, but still clear
and resonant. A dirge, it seemed, as if something not quite human were
crying out in soul-deep misery.
Mom’s eyes turned to the woods. Her mouth was open as if to speak,
but no words came. Together, she and Bill gazed into the depths of a world
very different from its daylight counterpart. In sunshine, the woods appeared
beautiful and wondrous. Now, in unleashing that sound from their dark,
hidden heart, they had become grim and forbidding.
For another minute or so, the sound rose and fell, and some of his old,
familiar dread came creeping back. He remembered lying in his crib, that
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very same sound drifting into his bedroom through the darkened window,
his fingers kneading the bed sheet, his heart beating so hard it nearly
drowned the outside noise.
And then, as it did every year, the wailing rose to a sharp screech and
went silent.
Bill glanced at his mom. She was still staring into the darkness, her face
thoughtful but not fearful. When she looked at him, she smiled.
His nerves nearly stopped him, but he asked, “What did you hear?”
Her eyes returned to the woods for a moment. “I heard wind in the
trees. But it seemed different than usual. Somehow different.”
“Yeah,” he said. “That’s what it was. Different.”
“Don’t eat too much candy, all right? You don’t need all that sugar
keeping you awake.”
“I won’t.”
“I’m going to bed soon. Be sure and lock up, please. And turn out the
lights.”
“I will.”
“I’ll say goodnight then.”
“G’night, Mom.”
♥
NOW:
He had dozed off on the living room couch after his mind had
wandered away from his book and settled on memories of his ex-wife. He’d
had no contact with her for almost three years. On occasion, like tonight, he
found himself almost missing her. Kelly might have been the only soul on
Earth who didn’t care for his mother. Had they remained together, she would
never have tolerated him devoting so much of his life to caring for Mom in
her waning days.
He wasn’t sure what had roused him, for the house was quiet. Mom
usually kept the television on while she lay in bed, but he couldn’t hear
anything from the back bedroom. He groaned and dragged himself off the
couch. His 55-year-old bones sure argued with him more than they used to.
He shuffled down the hall to her room. When he poked his head through the
open door, he found her bed empty, the television dark. He stepped inside
and checked her bathroom. Also vacant.
Perhaps he’d heard her in the kitchen. That was what had roused him.
He went down the hall and found the kitchen dark but for the small
light over the sink. She wasn’t here either. With mounting alarm, he checked
the door that led to the basement and, to his relief, found it closed and

deadbolted. But then he noticed a draft from the mudroom that adjoined the
kitchen. When he stepped into the small, dark space, a gust of frigid air
swept over him.
The door to the back porch was hanging open.
“She’s taken to wandering around the house at night. Says she can’t
sleep … ”
“Jesus.”
He would not have dreamed she might go outside on her own. She
had never wandered off when he was there, but Vonda had said things were
getting worse.
He hurried out to the porch and peered into the void beyond the
railing. After several moments, the stars and silhouettes of the distant trees
became clear. There, some indeterminate distance away, he saw a pale
shape ambling away from him, toward the woods at the edge of the
property.
“Mom!” he called. If she heard him, she gave no sign.
He leaped down the stairs and rushed after her, too late realizing he
had left his shoes in front of the living room couch. Cold, razor-like grass and
prickly sweet gum pods tortured his bare soles, and something sharp ripped
into his heel, forcing him to slow his pace.
He had closed some of the distance between them, but she kept going,
apparently unaware of his presence.
“Mom! For God’s sake, stop!”
Disregarding the pain, he picked up the pace again. At last, he could
make out her figure clearly. She was wearing her light blue robe—and almost
certainly her bedroom slippers, since she appeared to have less trouble
traversing the yard than he did.
At last, she stopped, her figure all but engulfed by the vast black night.
Panting, he caught up to her, and he realized she was standing at the
edge of the rocky drop-off to the creek. “Mom, what are you doing? Why did
you come out here?”
“I heard something,” she said. “I had to see.”
“You can’t see anything out here. You need to come back to the house.”
She turned to him, her face a pale oval marred by vague shadows.
“Who are you?”
“Mom, it’s me. Bill. Your son.”
She shook her head. “I—I don’t know you.”
She is not my mom anymore.
“Just trust me. Come on back to the house.”
“But I heard something.”
“It’s cold out here. We need to go back in.”
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“Not just now. You go.”
“Please, Mom.”
Her gaze never leaving the dark gulf, she shook her head. “No. I can’t
go with you. I don’t know you.”
No, no, no, she cannot have forgotten me!
“Mom!”
She didn’t answer him.
He didn’t will it. He didn’t want it. But he could not stop his hand.
It rose.
It touched her shoulder.
And shoved her.
Down she went. Down the rocky drop-off to the creek. He heard the
thud-thumping of her body tumbling away in the darkness.
When the sounds of her fall died away, he peered into the chasm after
her. At first, he could see nothing down there. Then he spotted her pale
figure some thirty feet away, sprawled at the edge of the little stream. She
wasn’t moving.
“Oh, God. Mom.”
That vacant shell is not my mom.
A soft moan rose from the gulf, and a frigid, iron fist seized him. She
was still alive.
Jesus. Oh, Jesus.
He had to get back to the house and call 911.
She wandered off while I was asleep. No one will ever know any
different.
The sound rose to a mournful, mindless wail, a plaintive cry of terror
and confusion.
Rhythmic, almost musical.
He backed away from the edge, horrified by every mad thought that
now swirled through his skull.
It was the last day of October.
He turned and bolted toward the house, swept away by all the terror
he had known as a baby in his crib. The wretched wailing went on and on,
kept pace with him until he reached the back porch.
His heart hammered like a piston in his chest. Buh-bump, buh-bump,
buh-bump.
His mother’s last cries ended.
And then, all those many years ago began again.

Runner

Chrissie Rohrman

The clock ticks on, counting down what’s left of my time. An inescapable
clanging, a chunk chunk that no one but me can hear. I know when the
ticking started, but not when it will end.
I stumble off the curb into heavy foot traffic, pinballling between
passersby. An elbow sinks into my gut; a bootheel lands on my toes. I am
well past the point of feeling any of it. A hysterical laugh bubbles up from my
chest and escapes my lips as I continue to wander the streets in a daze.
There may be no outrunning it this time.
Twelve years ago, I was young and arrogant, believing that I was living
a life well below my potential. I had a friend just as young but not quite as
arrogant as I, who chanced overhearing the location of the next collecting
point.
Somewhere around the third round of pints, Beck had just enough to
drink to loosen his nerves, and immediately thereafter, his lips. He leaned
across the table and cast a surreptitious glance about the dim, noisy pub. “I
know where the Collectors will be tomorrow night,” he whispered. He sat
back, looking pleased with himself, and maybe a bit frightened, and took a
healthy pull from his foamy mug.
I didn’t hesitate. “Let’s go.” The alcohol pushed the words from my
mouth, but the arrogance gave them life. I had been waiting for an
opportunity like this my whole unimportant, godforsaken life.
The Collectors, a pair of skeletal otherworldly figures with eyes black
as sin, appear every so often, from a place no one dares speak of, to trade.
They give you what you want, whatever you want, and in exchange they take
your soul, whenever they want, to do with as they please.
The price should be deterrent enough, but there have always been
fools, and those who aren’t fools know there are always loopholes.
It is never widely known where the Collectors will be, or for how long.
Most only ever get one chance to barter with their souls, if that. We stood for
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hours in a driving, frigid rain, the last two in a line snaking around the exterior
of a crumbling brick building that was once a textile factory. One by one,
people disappeared inside to make their trades. We didn’t see them come
back out. When it was our turn to shuffle inside and stand before the
Collectors, Beck sheepishly asked for the love of the young woman he’d
been after, and I boldly demanded fortune.
The two shadowy forms bents their heads and whispered to one
another, a screeching sound that chilled me to the bone. They nodded
solemnly, in tandem, and shooed us away.
Just like that, Beck got his bride and I my gold, and for a time it seemed
worthwhile. We could never forget how we got where we were; like all
runners, we carried their mark, a wisp of dark smoke wafting forever
alongside, visible only to others who’d traded.
Beck’s time came after two years. His skin lost its color, his eyes grew
crazed, and his sandy hair stood up in clumps from running his hands
through it.
“I hear it,” he whispered to me, huddled over the same table in that
same dim pub, plumes of eerie gray smoke wrapped around us both, unseen
to the others in the bar. His hand trembled, wedding ring knocking against
the polished tabletop. “The clock. I can’t even sleep.”
Most go mad. Eat a bullet or throw themselves into the river to silence
the ticking.
After another two days, Beck went the latter route.
The smoke raised his limp body from the churning waters and carried
him away to where the Collectors awaited their prize.
I resolved to never know that madness, that desire to end it before
they finally wrapped their bony hands around my soul and pulled.
I resolved to keep that moment at bay for as long as I could. I may
have been arrogant, but I was no fool. I knew there were always loopholes.
Stories passed around, whispers, rumors that one could steal more
time from another runner. There weren’t many of us, comparatively, but we
were easy to spot, marked as we were. Having already gambled with my
own life, I decided to test the theory. What difference was it to gamble with
another’s?
The first one was hard. Bloodier than I’d meant it to be.
It got easier.
I lived that way for years. On the run from my own fate, hunting
others who were running like me.
Four days ago, I finally heard it. The clock, the countdown. It woke me
from a dead sleep in the darkest part of night, and it hasn’t stopped since. I
haven’t slept. I can’t eat. My own hair stands up from tugging it every which

way, desperate to silence the noise in my mind.
Head swimming, I raise my gaze; it’s serendipity when I see her across
the crowded town square. A young girl, no more than nineteen, her chin
raised confidently. The bluish plume surrounding her is like an arrow pointing
toward salvation. It will be years before they come for her, surely. I see her at
the same time she sees me. We are both marked for collection, but I have a
reputation.
The clock ticks on, and my vision tunnels down to her.
Her mouth quirks in a smile, and then she turns to run. I wade into the
crowd, feeling more clear-headed than I have in days. I shove people out of
my way. An old woman cries out at she falls to the ground.
The girl disappears down an alley and I follow, gaining on her,
footsteps falling in a faster rhythm than the steady ticking inside my skull.
I know it in my bones she won’t get away. None of them has. I will
have her years. I must have them.
My fingers brush the edge of her cloak and tighten in the coarse fabric,
but it makes no difference.
The ticking stops.

Bad Altitude

Luke Spooner/Carrion House
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Bones

Crystal Sidell

Father was an atheist, so I don’t understand why he’s being buried today.
“Mix my ashes with paint,” he’d said one evening over a glass of red
wine, his voice firm with conviction. “The only resurrection I expect to have
is through art.” Mother was beside him, refilling a guest’s glass, so there’s no
way she can claim ignorance.
It’s neither light nor dark, wet nor dry. Thick charcoal colored clouds
blanket the sky directly above the cemetery. Stationary, they hover over the
mourners like overly stuffed puppies unable to move. During the past six
days I’ve generated enough tears to nurture a small garden of tea roses. My
eyes throb, so I wear sunglasses despite the grayness.
The funeral service begins as the celebrant steps up to the podium.
“We gather here today to honor the memory of John Roland
Winfield ...”
I turn livid at these words, uttered in solemn tongue. I shift my
attention to Mother.
“You should have cremat—”
I clamp my mouth shut and roll my lips inward to stay the sob that’s
rising at the back of my throat.
Mother doesn’t cry at all. She sits beside me now, her features molded
into an expression that reveals emotion in moderation: sorrow blended with
a hint of regret and a dash of pain. If sentiments were ingredients, the dish
would taste bland.
Perhaps a different daughter with a different mother would find this
reaction surprising.
I don’t.
Once when I was five, I sat down at our kitchen table to color while
Mother scrubbed the cabinet doors. At first nothing came. I remained there
for several minutes, crayon in hand, staring at the sheet of paper, blank
before me. Then an image formed. Slowly but surely, my small fingers
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became animated by a sudden, unloosed passion. I outlined circles and
traced straight lines. Simple geometric shapes converged and connected in a
vibrant splash of lime.
Afterwards, I studied the picture in silence. I was proud of it. Despite
my clumsy effort, anyone could see that the figures represented a happy
family of three. Parents and child, arms interlocking. A misshapen heart
encircling them.
Rising from her crouched position, Mother walked towards the table
and peered over my shoulder. “You’ll never find love, Elizabeth,” she said
with a frown. “And if by some miracle it were to find you, you’d lose it.” With
that dismal prophecy revealed, she proceeded to scour the space of
countertop between the oven and sink.
I watched Mother, moving the washcloth in rough counterclockwise
movements, and I looked at her face, vacant eyes staring off into the
distance. Later, I folded up my picture of love and buried it in the woods
behind the school playground. From then on I colored in private.
A gnat buzzes about my face, coaxing me from my reverie.
From the moment that we first arrived, I’ve looked at nothing but the
sky above my head and the grass beneath my feet. Now I lift my chin and
gaze from left to right.
About a hundred people surround the plot. Three rows of chairs
arranged in a horseshoe pattern accommodate them. Except for a handful of
people, including the groundskeepers, everybody sits. The sight surprises
me. I am impressed with the multitude of lives that father has touched. Yet, I
lament that the number is so few.
Relatives from Montana and Wisconsin could not attend the funeral.
They sent sympathy cards instead, their names scrawled in indecipherable
blue and black script. A great aunt living in a retirement home in Venice
begged off due to ill health. Chocolates arrived in the mail yesterday. It
seems the poor woman confused the funeral with a less somber event. The
accompanying note read, Congratulations on your new bundle of joy.
Those who matter most, however, are here. Uncle Frank’s wife and
three children sit just a few chairs off to my left. Nanny Jo occupies the space
on Mother’s right, her arm wrapped protectively around Mother’s waist. Aunt
Clarice occasionally reaches across Nanny Jo to pat Mother on the knee.
Grandfather Henry slouches in the chair opposite me. He is a massive man
with shoulders as solid as concrete blocks. But today he looks as impressive
as a sapling pitted against a forceful wind. Grandmother Alice died four years
ago and now he has just one of two sons left. Is it harder to lose a spouse or
a child, I wonder, a parent or a sibling?
The celebrant concludes his tribute and steps away from the podium.

Uncle Frank approaches next. He surveys the gathering of mourners
dressed in various shades of black and gray. Then his eyes suddenly slip
downward to the coffin on display before him. It rests on the catafalque,
swamped in magnolias and white chrysanthemums.
“I’d like to think—”
He clears his throat and tucks his chin into his chest. He curls his
fingers into fists and stuffs them into his trouser pockets. He clears his throat
again. He has not written a speech and, for a moment, it seems as though he
doesn’t know what to say. One woman re-crosses her legs while another
wipes her nose. I notice, out of the corner of my eye, a few others shifting
uncomfortably in their seats. A church bell tolls in the distance.
Uncle Frank’s shoulders rise and fall as he takes a deep breath. The
crisis passes and he lifts his head to face us once more.
“Many of you probably know that John and I lived in Montana when we
were boys,” he says.
His voice reminds me of rude wood not yet cut and sanded down.
Though integrity underlines each uttered word, a tinge of rawness seeps
through the crevices. We each cope with our losses differently. And,
ultimately, we deal with our pain alone. I’ve resorted to sedatives and thick
comforters, relying on my vertical blinds to block out the daylight. Uncle
Frank, it seems, has recently become reacquainted with the contents of his
antique liquor cabinet. Is it harder to lose a parent or a sibling? The question
echoes in my mind.
“And being the hyperactive kids that we were, we spent a lot of our
days outdoors. Sometimes we wandered out for miles on hiking expeditions.
We had a real foolproof method for charting out new paths.” Uncle Frank’s
eyes sparkle momentarily as he speaks. He holds up a finger and his lips
curve into a slight smile. “We called it ‘point and go.’”
I hear a few soft chuckles from the mourners seated around us.
“The summer before we moved to Florida,” Uncle Frank resumes, “John
and I had a real adventure. One day we decided to go exploring in Glacier
National Park. A couple of hours after we set out, I had an accident. I was too
busy looking up at the mountains to notice the ground at my feet and I
tripped over some brush. It was the flukiest thing—falling like that. I could tell
right away that I’d broken my leg.
“I told John to go get help. But little brother didn’t listen. He didn’t want
to leave me there alone, so he made a splint from a tree branch and bound
up my leg with his shirt. For those of you who didn’t know him back then,” he
says, scanning the sea of somber faces, “John used to be a real boy scout. He
practically carried me for two miles until we reached a park ranger. You see,
it didn’t matter that he weighed fifty pounds less and huffed and puffed and
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strained his back the whole way. That’s just the kind of guy that he was.”
I no longer listen, though Uncle Frank continues to speak.
A fire erupts in my chest and the acute burning sensation makes
everything else fade into the background. It feels as though a bird of prey has
taken its razor sharp claws and ripped open my freshly packed wounds. The
loss consumes me all over again. I have lost a father; I am fatherless.
Perspiration coats my palms. Every muscle in my body tenses with
grief. Eventually Uncle Frank finishes his eulogy. Mother and I rise from our
chairs and stand beside the coffin. Coworkers of Father’s whom I’ve never
met hold flowers and wait to offer their condolences. I recognize a few
people. Mason and Gregg played golf with Father on occasion. Annette
brought her husband to our Christmas party last year. After a while, the faces
become a blur. I close my eyes knowing that no one will know the
difference.
Mourners begin to slip away in small groups until all that is left is the
core of the family. Each cousin pulls me into a heartfelt embrace. Alex, the
eldest of the Winfield grandchildren, hugs me the longest and the hardest. I
return the effort with limp arms. He had the privilege of knowing Father four
years longer than I, and I can’t help but hate him for it.
Uncle Frank pats me on the shoulder and kisses Mother on the cheek.
His young wife turns her mouth downward and shrugs slightly. She can’t
speak without sounding artificial and she knows it. Jodie and Uncle Frank had
to return early from their honeymoon in the Caribbean to face this untimely
tragedy; though technically family, we are virtually strangers. They leave with
my cousins to accompany Grandfather Henry, who is hobbling on his
artificial knees to their car.
Now I am alone with Nanny Jo, Aunt Clarice, and Mother.
Aunt Clarice speaks first. Though she has never married or had
children, she possesses a nurturing spirit. The words she chooses are warm,
comforting. “You picked a lovely spot, Connie. He’ll rest in peace here.”
“I wonder if that’s possible?” Mother sounds bitter. She looks straight
ahead, at the rows of headstones. They stretch for half a mile through the
cropped grass.
“There’s no doubt about it,” Nanny Jo says. “He was a good man.”
“Well, he wasn’t a bad man.”
I study Mother’s profile, wondering how she and Father managed to
remain married all these years. No, they never really argued. But were they
happy? Separate, I believe they were. Together? Not so much. Oh, they led
contented lives. During their monthly trivia night with friends they laughed
the hardest and the longest. But on some intangible level they weren’t
satisfied with each other. Indeed, Mother often looked as if Father had just

offended her. Sometimes a full day passed without her bestowing a single
glance upon him. How many times did I witness such aloofness? I now
wonder if we had ever lived any other way.
An ivy wreath decorates the center of the coffin. I lean forward to
place a spray of tea roses on it. My gaze lingers on the petals. A creamy
yellow tinged with pink. The color seems ill-suited to the occasion. Would
red have been better? As I remind myself that it doesn’t matter, I succumb to
the macabre image of Father’s hands breaking through the physical barrier to
grasp my floral tribute.
A sob finally escapes my throat, but it sounds more like a stifled
hiccup.
We turn from the burial site. The sky is active now. The rain-filled
clouds float languidly toward the west, as if to propel us forward. I require
no such encouragement.
I sigh, relieved that the formalities have finally come to an end, and we
begin the short walk to the parking lot.
A few yards from the car I stop to turn. I want to cast one final glance
upon the mahogany box that will hold my father’s cadaver until the elements
devour them both. I thought that we were the last to say our farewells. Yet I
spy a lone individual slowly approaching the coffin. He holds a crumpled
handkerchief in his hands. His gray hair appears slightly disheveled.
“Who is that?” I ask, without looking at Mother. The man wears a black
cardigan pulled over a navy blue collared shirt. Black trousers and a pair of
loafers complete his dignified dress. He appears to be about fifty. Is he a
scholarly fellow too? From afar, he reminds me of Father browsing one of his
half dozen bookshelves in search of a tome. I immediately imagine the two
men discussing Plato and the World of Forms over tea and biscotti.
Mother doesn’t answer right away. I turn to see if she has heard me.
She’s observing the man with apathetic eyes. When she speaks, I hear a
slight catch in her throat.
“I’ve never seen him before,” she states. “But I think ... I believe he was
your father’s special friend.”
Newly formed questions dart through my mind as I digest Mother’s
words. Yet I say nothing. I ask nothing.
Instead, I watch the man place his hands flat on the head of the coffin.
(I also see, in the close background, the groundskeepers beginning to shuffle
their feet in impatience.) His lips move, but my eyes are so puffy that I can’t
decipher any of the words. Curiosity mingles with sorrow. What does he
know that I don’t? I wish to ask this stranger questions about Father, to speak
about the qualities that were wonderful and the quirks that made him
unusual.
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I suppress the thought and turn away.
I wasn’t there to see Father before he died; the blood clot in his leg
stopped his heart while he slept in bed beside Mother.
The women are already sitting in the car. Aunt Clarice starts the engine
as I slide onto the backseat beside Nanny Jo.
“Why?” Mother exclaims as we pass through the Rosewall Cemetery
gates. “Everything—all of it—for nothing.” A brief, gloomy silence fills the car.
“I thought that he would live forever. I never saw myself a widow.”
“You had nearly thirty years together,” Aunt Clarice replies. “That’s a lot
to be grateful for.”
“And when I’m dead and buried, we’ll have eternity to rot beside each
other in the ground.”
“Constance!” Nanny Jo says with a gasp.
“That selfish bastard,” Mother continues. “I gave him my youth. And
what did I get in return? A burden. How is that fair?” She hits the car door
with her fist.
Nanny Jo shakes her head and stares out the window.
Aunt Clarice steps on the brake as we reach a red light. “You’re heavy
with grief,” she says to Mother, “and you don’t know what you’re saying. John
loved you. He wouldn’t want you wilting away like some neglected flower.
He’d want you to make the most out of life—with or without him.”
“I should have gone first.” Mother speaks softly now, as if to herself.
Aunt Clarice sighs and redirects her attention to the traffic. “If only it had
been me, then he would have known what true loneliness feels like. He
would have realized how important I was to him.”
Mother flips down the sun visor. It has a small mirror affixed to it and
she looks at me in its reflection.
“I loved him,” she says. “But it was never enough.”
The light changes to green and the car jerks forward. Mother’s gaze
shifts to her own face and she touches the corners of her eyes with a tissue.
A moment later I hear her rummaging through her purse. She retrieves a
tube of lipstick and applies a fresh coat of mauve to her lips.
Impulsively, I lift one of my hands and press it flat against the seat in
front of me. I am not brave enough to touch her, even though she is my
mother.
I want to tell her that she’s wrong.
But I withhold my words.
Because the tears that she won’t cry are now streaming down my
cheeks.

Kintsugi
Page Sullivan

We are a haze
A tumultuous cloud
Of screeching laughter
Collecting stares and private smiles
Those bubbling ones, lingering
When admiration pours from my eyes to yours
Filling you up with all that I am
Here,
You take it, you take me
I’m sure you can shape me much better
Make me like myself again
You like how I see you
Not from afar, but so close
That even your cracks seem insignificant
Just another journey on your terrain
A detour we can trail in dripping gold
And watch heal
How rare this is
And it only happens once.

Christmas Chicken
Ernest O. Ògúnyemí

Chidebere Okafor, like everyone else, slept the night before, thinking,
imagining and silently praying in the dark of his small one-room apartment,
because there was no power supply. He had no generator; the cost of usage
and maintenance scared him from giving half-a-month’s salary to buying
one. There were quite a number of things to think of, imagine, and pray
about, but most important right now was the girl he’d recently met. If not
that the battery of his phone was flat, he would have been looking up all her
photos on Instagram, kissing them and praying that God grant his heart’s
desire and give her to him. She had the kind of body that made him feel
unworthy every time he thought of her.
Last night, before he’d laid down his head and created beautiful
images in his mind, he’d gotten the Bible he always left under his pillow for
protection and took out the folded paper of dreams he kept somewhere
within its pages. Chidebere—for short, Ebere—believed that writing your
dreams on a sheet of paper, folding it neatly, and tucking it somewhere in the
pages of the Holy Book, which you kept at your bedside, would make those
dreams come true—and come true fast. He unfolded the sheet and read
every single dream he had written there:
Pass my WASSCE.
Crossed out, because he was now a graduate.
Make it in life.
Become a billionaire, ride in the best cars, and roll with fresh guys and
girls. This, too, written when he was very young. He thought of it as childish
now, although he didn’t cancel it out.
Take care of my family.
He was the first child of four children. Their father was a driver who
had died at the steering wheel, so he had his mother, also, to look after—not
just his siblings.
Write my novel.
A novel based on the life of Jesus. In it, Jesus was born of a sixteen-

year-old girl from Ojuelegba who’d been impregnated by a man who wore a
black mask; he had raped her one night on her way back from where she’d
learned a trade.
And recently, he’d added:
Marry Francisca.
♥
He’d met Francisca, the girl with the beautiful face, body and name,
who made his nights worthy of beautiful dreams, while he was on duty. Like
his father, he was a driver, but of a truck that distributed sachet water. That
was the best job he could get compared to the previous ones he’d held—
teaching at a primary school and working as a waiter at a small hotel in
Akoka.
Later that day, in the evening, when he’d gotten home, he’d bought a
five hundred naira 9mobile plan, and called the customer care to ask how he
could get double of what he had bought. He brushed his teeth and washed
his body the cleanest he could, and applied lotion to his skin carefully, to
ensure it would be as smooth as hers. He combed his hair, too, and wore a
new white Round Neck and new boxers. Then he made his bed neatly and
settled on it. He picked up his phone and dialed her number. It was past
eight, and it rang and rang and rang, but the lady didn’t answer.
She’d given him her social media handles too, so he went on Instagram
and searched Franciscabae. The photos were no different than what he’d
seen earlier that day; they bore the same elegance. In every photo, he saw
his heart, the lady he would die for.
He was still busy admiring the sweet girl when his phone rang, close to
an hour after he’d called. The name that appeared on his screen—Angel—
made his heart jump. “Hello,” he said. “Can I call you back?” he was going to
ask; he wanted to impress her, to put the call on his bill.
But she spoke before he could: “Why don’t we chat? I feel more
comfortable that way.”
Although he wanted to hear her voice and let her words gently drop in
his head and caress him to sleep, like a lullaby or the hand of a mother
rocking her child, he sent her Hi on WhatsApp.
She replied, Hi.
And then he started asking JAMB questions: What did she do? Did she
work at the salon where he saw her come out from earlier that day? Did she
have any siblings? At first she replied passively to these questions, but then
he made her talk, and she sent this: You’re really funny sha.
He was enjoying it so much, it seemed too soon when she sent a
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sleepy sticker. He wished her a good night, promising he was going to pray
for her before he slept, because he would have to spend time thinking about
her before closing his eyes. He did, and had every other night since.
Since Christmas was close, and she said she had nothing going on that
day, he asked her out on a date, and she agreed.
♥
But these things happen all the time.
Ebere opened his eyes from a dream in which he was dressed in a
white three-piece suit that hugged his body like his skin and Francisca was in
a white wedding gown that was so long it dragged after her like a dying
animal being pulled by the arm. Her arm was in his, and he was walking her
down the aisle, but he realized he was not himself. He opened his mouth,
trying to yawn and stretch his body, but a weird sound escaped his throat,
and he heard wings flap.
He bent his head—neck now as flexible as rubber—to look at his body.
What he saw made him want to die instantly.
I’m a fucking fowl.
It must be a very bad dream, a very bad one, he mumbled to himself
in his heart. He closed his eyes, held the lids tight together for some seconds,
and then opened them.
Waaaaah! was what he thought he said, but a loud crow tumbled
from his mouth.
He jumped off his bed.
He ran about on two tiny legs.
He stuck his beak in the wall many times in frustration.
No. No. This can’t be happening, he kept saying in his heart, watching
time play into different scenes. He would try to shout, to cry for help, but all
he could do was crow.
While jumping here and there, he hit the small basket by his bedside
and everything inside poured out. One thing his eyes caught was the small
hand-mirror he always used when popping the pimples that spread like
roaches’ eggs across his face. Looking in the mirror now, he realized he had a
red comb, like all other adult fowls, that ran across his small head like Ballo
Telly’s haircut. He looked at his face, with the white brown-dotted feathers,
and his small eyes and long beak, and two beads of tears rolled down, falling
on the mirror.
♥

He got out of his room and into the passage, where he stepped with
confidence like one of the tenants. He rushed to the backyard, knowing a
few people would be there. He could only pray they understood what he
would say, or that someone had some kind of inner eyes to know that it was
him beneath a chicken.
Mama Miracle was in the kitchen, cooking something that smelled like
porridge, garnished with crayfish, smoked fish and ugu leaf. There were
people in the bathrooms. In the first, he was sure it was Mistura; she was the
only person in the whole compound who recited Quranic verses while
bathing. He wasn’t really sure who was in the other, but he guessed it was
Ejinma or Ifeanyi. There were no other people in the backyard.
He waited for one of them to come out of the bathroom, so he could at
least … ? He did not know what he was going to do. Even when they finally
came out, he couldn’t talk, and no one understands a fowl’s crow. For a
while he thought, then he began to use his beak to scribble words in the
sand.
I AM EBERE. I AM EBERE. I AM EBERE.
Mistura came out. She had a small orange towel tied around her body,
which failed to cover her many-colored body parts, a result of too much
bleaching. Mistura saw him—the chicken—and called, “Mama Miracle! Na
you buy chicken?”
The woman rushed out of the kitchen. “Which chicken be that?”
Mistura pointed at Ebere.
Ebere kept crowing, trying to make them both understand that he was
not a chicken. But neither of them could sense a thing.
“And the chicken don grow sef. Na traditional,” Mama Miracle said,
adding that Ebere had been round asking if he could get a small chicken, at a
small price, to give his mother and siblings for Christmas.
♥
Every Christmas since their father died, Ebere had never missed
buying his mother and siblings, his only family, a Christmas chicken.
Sometimes he joined them to celebrate, at other times he didn’t, but he
always made sure he provided them with that little gift. It was his sister,
Ebube, who killed the chicken almost every Christmas, even before their
father had died. She would dig a hole in the sand very close to the kitchen,
place the chicken on the ground, pin its tied legs down with her own, hold
the bird’s beak and head with her left hand, slightly pull the neck, and run the
knife through its throat with her right. The blood gushed at first, but then
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began to trickle.
When their father, Mr. Okafor, was alive, Ebere, especially when he
was a child, always looked forward to that time when everyone celebrated
the Lord’s birth. He had prayed many times as a child that God should make
every day Christmas, so that he could eat chicken and get money.
When Ebere woke up as a chicken, Christmas was in just two days. He
had not gotten his family a chicken yet—normally, he got it for them the day
before; on very rare occasions, he got it on the same day.
As he wandered the street, Ebere the Chicken kept thinking about his
mother and his sisters and brother: Will they get the chicken? He also
thought of Francisca; their date was just two days away—four o’clock on
Monday. And Monday was Christmas.
Lost in his thoughts, he was unaware of a bike coming behind him.
Thanks to his Ori, his tiny feet mapped the earth quickly enough—or his
bones would have been crushed and his innards left to smile at the street.
That night, he found a place in the church compound to sleep, after he
had walked all of Bariga, hunger biting him on the inside. There was no food,
and he couldn’t go around picking dirt here and there like other fowls; he
would rather let hunger gnaw at his insides.
He’d already decided he would go into the church tomorrow during
the service. If Pastor Olufemi was truly a man of God, Ebere believed, he
would see his concealed personality and intervene for him before the Lord.
Pastor Olufemi was the shepherd of the church that Ebere attended every
Sunday—Everlasting God Intl. Ministries—and the man was a man after God’s
own heart, a man who had seen God in person many times. “The Lord
comes to me every time to speak with me,” the man always said. “He calls
me Beloved.”
That night, Ebere prayed to God:
Father, he began, please forgive me all of my sins,
Forgive me every sin that has brought this upon me.
I know I lie, I steal from my boss sometimes too, Baba;
And I have touched too many girls.
Father please forgive me. It is the devil. Please have mercy on me.
Please have compassion.
And, O Lord, if it is the enemy, a man or woman that seeks to destroy
me, please, Father, liberate me.
Please Lord.
And then he thanked the Lord, being confident that the Lord would
save him, also hoping and desiring that he would wake up the next morning
to realize it was all a dream—a very bad one.

♥
When morning’s first light broke upon his brow, he opened his eyes.
He rose up and realized nothing had changed. He was still a fowl, a fucking
fowl, but he thought of Pastor Olufemi, and tiny rays of hope filtered into the
bleakness of his situation.
♥
Pastor Olufemi was on the pulpit already when Ebere ran into the
church. He stood before the altar, cackling over and over in an attempt to
make the man of God aware of him and his situation. May You open his eyes,
Lord. Please Lord. Lord, please, he kept praying.
The ushers of the church, all dressed in black trousers, tucked in blue
shirts, and black ties, gathered around him. He knew each of them: That was
Bro Philip, the one with the moustache; his wife would have entered the
market had it not been for the man of God. The very dark one was Ismail,
and family problems had brought him to the God of Pastor Olufemi; and that
one, the thin one with almost greying hair, Shina, had come to be a convert
of the God-sent preacher because it was said that there was a covenant, a
bad covenant, over his life—which was made while he was sleeping with
black and yellow, plump and slim, busty and light ladies. The guy once said
he’d started touching women at the age of twelve. It was his aunt who had
taught him how to enter a woman’s body.
They caught Ebere the Chicken and handed him over to the man of
God.
Father please help him to see that it is me. Lord, please do not pass
me by. I will worship You all my life.
“This,” Pastor Olufemi began. He was dressed in a neat, shiny suit and
black suede shoes that pointed their noses at heaven like a gossip woman’s.
“This,” he said again.
Father please do this for me. Please Lord. Ple-ea-ea—
Pastor Olufemi walked down the tiled pulpit to the cemented floor of
the church auditorium, closer to the worshippers who were already getting
frightened. “This is possessed by the spirit of the Àjé. It has been sent by the
witches to eat up every one of our prayers like grain,” he finally said.
Ebere the Chicken began to cackle in an attempt to say no, no, no.
“Can you see?” Pastor Olufemi asked the congregation, which had
started to shout Hallelujah! Praise the Lord! Woo! Eshé Baba! Yes! Adúpé!
“But you have come to your end today,” he said to Ebere the Chicken,
and that made him cackle more and more. “It is the same day a man sees
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evil that evil goes down to its grave.”
The church was all up now, babbling Holy Ghost fire. The man of God
rolled Ebere the Chicken many times, swinging him this way and that, before
throwing him on the hard floor of the auditorium.
Ebere did not wait for the pain in his bones to die out; at that
opportunity, he scurried out of the church.
♥
It would be Christmas tomorrow.
Soon dawn would break forth happily, and children would start taking
rice—jollof or fried or coconut, or just white—from one house to another,
with fried chicken blessing the plates; Christmas songs would fill the
neighborhood, and hallelujahs would tumble from the mouths of happy
congregants.
Will Mama and my siblings get a chicken? Ebere kept thinking.
After realizing that Pastor Olufemi did not have the spiritual eyes as
he’d always claimed, Ebere had wandered away from Ahmodu to a place he
didn’t quite know. He was now at a compound, in a corner very close to the
toilet—the smell of urine and excrement filled his nostrils every now and
then.
He heard two people coming. They were probably boys. He couldn’t
see them well in the darkness; all he could see were their silhouettes. They
were drawing closer. And closer. And closer. He tried to escape, but he was
too late. They got him. They put him in a cage with two other chickens, then
went on taking.
It soon dawned on Ebere that they had been stolen to be sold at a very
cheap price at the market on the morrow. He wanted to explain this to the
others, but they were just chickens and nothing more; it was their fate to be
sold. Their bones were destined to end up in the mouths of fathers and
mothers and children who loved Christmas. It was just him, Ebere the
Chicken, who had a problem with that.
There, in that cage woven with sticks, Ebere thought of Francisca,
wondered what she was doing at that time, where she was, if she was going
to show up the next day. Then he thought of his phone, of the people that
must have called him. Mama would be one of them. Or Ebube. She would
have called over and over and over—to ask if he was bringing the chicken, or
if she should come and just collect the money for it.
♥

It was Ebube who bought him from the boys who had stolen him the
night before. He was the last chicken in the sticks-plaited cage when she
walked by and the boys called out to her, saying, “Aunty. Aunty. Chicken
dey.” From the cage, he watched his sister haggle with the boys until they
agreed to sell him to her for the price she claimed to have, six hundred naira.
They pulled him out of the cage and handed him over to her. She held
him with her left hand, pinning both wings so that he wouldn’t slip off his
carrier. Although even if he did, all she would have to do was pick him up.
His legs were tied with a strip torn from a polybag. In her other hand, she
held a backo-bag containing the pepper she would drop his featherless,
clean body into, the Knorr Chicken maggi, the salt that would make him a
delight in their mouths, and the rice they would have him with.
He had stopped trying to make people see him as a human concealed
in the form of a chicken, and even now that he was in his own sister’s hand,
he didn’t even think of trying. All he did was think of Francisca: Had she tried
reaching him? Where would she be right now? Would she come to Mayero’s
Cool Spot where they had planned to hook up? The sun’s heat was milder
now, which meant that it was maybe past three.
Ebube was skipping by the roadside, on the slabs that covered the
gutters. She was singing a song he remembered their father used to sing for
them when they were much younger. She didn’t stop singing until she got
into the passage of the house in which their mother and his siblings lived and
she cried, “Mama!”
Mama, their mother, answered from inside the room, “What is it?”
Ebube passed the door to their mother’s room, but she didn’t stop
there. She only pressed her face to the net and said, “Come and see,” like
what she held in her hands was a miracle, something that would make
Mama’s mouth go wide open, like a cave. Then she moved to the backyard,
where she dropped the chicken, next to the kitchen that every tenant in the
house shared. Mama didn’t come on time, so she took the backo-bag
containing the ingredients and went to meet her inside.
Ebere knew how much they needed a chicken, and he was so sorry
that he would have to disappoint them this year—none of it was his fault,
except that he didn’t wait for his sister and mother to return to meet him
outside. After they had their talk inside the room, the only thing they met was
the strip torn from a polybag that had been used to tie his legs.
He had ripped the strip to pieces with his beak and scurried, on his tiny
legs, away from where they had left him, to Mayero’s Cool Spot, where he
and Francisca planned to meet. He didn’t know what time it was, but he
didn’t stop running. He flew when he came to gutters, zig-zagged the road
like a snake, trying to avoid being hit by bikes and cars.
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His heart was beating too fast, because he was so worried that he was
late already she wouldn’t be there waiting for him. He soon got to Mayero’s.
There, he walked up and down, going this way and that in front of the Cool
Spot, where people sat to have drinks and have peppersoup or nkwobi or
barbeque, under a canopy, on blue plastic chairs. A little way from the
canopy was a shop, a room, where the foods were cooked—he could smell
isi-ewu and catfish peppersoup—and the drinks were stored. Outside, on
the other side of the Spot, a man sold barbecue; not far from there, an aboki
sold kilishi.
He had walked this way and that now so many times that if anybody
noticed, that person would suspect that he was looking for something, which
would mean that he was a witch—because chickens don’t look for things—
and if he was a witch, he had to be stoned and killed and eaten.
Thankfully, no one was looking; they were all busy eating or chatting or
drinking or shaking their heads to the music coming from a speaker inside
the shop. He hadn’t seen Francisca anywhere around. He consoled himself
with the fact that it wasn’t four yet; he had seen the time from a big, old
clock that rested on the wall outside Mayero’s shop. It was three forty-two.
There was still eighteen minutes more. It was at this time that his heart
stopped racing like a sports car in a tournament, and he found a cool place.
From where he sat, he could see who came into the Spot and who went out.
He didn’t know what he was going to do when Francisca finally
showed up. But he knew he just had to see her, if only this one more time.
Just to know that she carried him in her heart, that she would have given him
a chance, even if just a chance. After seeing her, he would happily walk back
home to his mother and sister and be their Christmas chicken—he could
have the knife run through his throat, knowing that he was loved, and if not
loved, thought of, as his life slipped away.
He watched men come in with girls. He knew some of the girls. That
was Kafaya, Iya Kafaya’s daughter. Iya Kafaya was the woman he delivered
sachet water to every Saturday and Wednesday—she bought it on
Wednesday, paid half of the money, and on Saturday, paid all that she owed.
That was Mary, the daughter of Mrs. Aranyun, the Catholic woman who
always said if ever her children attended any Pentecostal church, they would
burn in hell. They used to be tenants in the same house where his mother
lived; they moved away after stroke took Mrs. Aranyun’s husband, although
Mrs. Aranyun always claimed that the stroke was an evil arrow and not what
the hospital-people called it. Others came that Ebere knew, but he was too
busy thinking about Francisca.
He took his this-way-that-way walk once more to check the time. It
was three minutes to four. His heart began to pound again. It didn’t stop

pounding, that fist in his chest, until the big finger of the clock struck four,
and Francisca was yet to show up. Still, he didn’t leave, not until it was
twenty-nine minutes past four and he saw her and a man getting off a bike.
The thought of the man behind her—his crotch rubbing against her as the
bikeman tried avoiding holes in the road, as the bike dropped into holes that
could not be avoided, her behind bouncing on the guy’s crotch—infuriated
him.
The man was a bit lanky, but looked like he did some lifting. He wore
blue-back jeans and a white Round Neck that had a blue Trekkers logo on its
front. Francisca wore a blue mini-gown that didn’t reach her knees, and she
wore make-up that seemed a little heavy. To accompany the gown, she
wore pepper-red heels and held a handbag of the same color that had gold
locks.
He watched Francisca and the man walk under the canopy of the Cool
Spot, pulled themselves seats and sat. He stayed a little longer, going this
way and that. He heard her laugh to perhaps what was one of the guy’s
jokes; the laughter felt like a hand stabbing his heart with needles.
But that laugh didn’t make him leave. He stayed and watched the man
ask what Francisca would have; he saw her request barbecue first, and then
a bottle of Baileys, which the attendant brought with a glass cup. He
watched her take a slice of the barbecue, he watched her take another, and
then he watched her take a sip of the Baileys, which the man had helped her
pour.
All of this made his insides taste like bile. The dam inside him burst,
and fluid poured forth, turning everything bitter. It was when the man began
to run his large hand over Francisca’s arm, then over her thighs, when he
slipped his carrot-size fingers under her gown—it was then that Ebere left.
He couldn’t bear the burden of seeing more, and so he began walking away
from Mayero’s Cool Spot, from Francisca, from whatever had brought him
there in the first place.
He took one step, and another, and another, each step taking him
closer to his mother and siblings, who needed the miracle of a Christmas
chicken.

/thestrangethingwebecome
Eric LaRocca

title/a human stain
thread/thestrangethingwebecome Posted by mummyqueerest 409 days ago
[78 comments] Click here to share with your followers
Trying this out. Just to see how it goes. I’m not really sure where
to start.
We just got back from a four-hour drive from the doctor. Mass
General. A cement truck flipped over and sideswiped a Mazda on I-95
North. All lanes stopped. Gridlock. Nobody hurt, thankfully.
Maybe it’s because I’m jet lagged from the red-eye I took into
Boston or because I’m still hungover from my “Welcome Home”
dinner last night, but I keep imagining I smell a very particular scent.
Makes me think of my father.
I remember him telling me how when a whitetail fawn is born,
it's born without a smell.
He had said that their scent glands are so undeveloped that they
hardly give off any odor at all.
It’s like they’re invisible.
That’s nature’s design of camouflaging something so helpless
from becoming prey. To keep track of her offspring, the doe will lick
her fawn and wash it with her scent. Never bedding in the same place
for too long, the mother will migrate through the woods to keep her
baby from predators.
But, as they keep moving from nest to nest, the mother has to
keep marking the fawn with her scent. It’s not long before the fawn
inherits its mother’s odor until it becomes a rich smell of its own.
That’s when it becomes perfumed prey.
My father often told me that humans are not so dissimilar.
Because no matter how perfect we are when we’re born, in this world

we can’t stay clean forever.
I often think of why he told me that when I was so young.
I wonder if the thought upset him when he had to take care of
my mother before she died. Perhaps he had imagined her guttural wet
cough staining his face with permanent ash visible only to him. Maybe
she had touched him gently and he had sensed her leave behind
unseen glistening black oily threads from where her hands had been.
I remember how he washed himself more regularly after we had
buried her. Scrubbing forcefully. Not with meticulousness. But, with
visible dread.
I wonder if it’s because it’s each thing that loves us leaves behind
a small stain.
title/fuck cancer
thread/thestrangethingwebecome Posted by mummyqueerest 386 days ago
[106 comments] Click here to share with your followers
I’ve only felt truly hurt three times in my life.
Once was when I was six years old and one of the kids in our
neighborhood called me a monster. It was because I preferred to cut
my hair shorter than the other girls and because I wore shirts two sizes
too big to cover the breasts I didn’t want. I spent so many years hiding
from mirrors, as if I were going to be greeted by the very thing he had
shouted at me. Imagine my surprise when someone as beautiful as
Evie actually wanted me.
More importantly, someone who wanted to have children with
me.
She would wrap her arms around my shoulders and pant in my
ear, “Our first born will be named Emil. After your father.” I would laugh
to hide nervousness and promise her it was a deal as long as our next
adopted child would be named after her mother, Rosemary. I never
cared too much about the names. Or even children, for that matter.
Children have never liked me and I’ve never really liked them. I just
wanted a baby because I knew it would make her happy.
The second time I felt hurt was after my mother started
chemotherapy and I watched her comb clumps of hair as thick as hay
from her liver-spot dotted head. Once she was left with nothing but a
glowing halo, one of the neighbor’s kids made fun of my father and
said he had married a man. They said I must’ve caught my queerness
from him. It’s funny how other people know things about you before
you know them.
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The only other time I’ve felt truly hurt was yesterday afternoon
when Evie and I were sitting in a waiting room at Mass General after
Dr. Pierson delivered the news. She took both of my hands. Her
eyes—wet and shining—begged a soundless question. Breath whistling,
she finally said, “What about Emil?”
Dr. Pierson later answered her in the exam room with the word:
“Terminal.”
I watched Evie shrink, a balloon emptying of all air. Hands falling
at her side, her palms, facing outward with mother-like attendance,
began to close like crocuses after sunset.
I think her reaction to the news wounded me so much because it
made me realize she didn’t care what might happen to her. Evie was
far more concerned about the child we could no longer afford to adopt
because of medical bills. Now, a funeral, too.
I wish I could have given her a child.
I’ve given her nothing.
She deserved so much more than to be loved by a monster like
me.
title/death is a dark room without a door
thread/thestrangethingwebecome Posted by mummyqueerest 369 days ago
[89 comments] Click here to share with your followers
Thank you so much for all of the kind and thoughtful comments
on my previous post. I read each one to Evie last night during dinner.
I promise this thread won’t be entirely depressing bullshit. I can’t
make that promise for this post, but bear with me in the meantime.
Today was a better day. Thankfully.
Evie has been an angel. I was careful to keep my hands steady as
I washed the dirty plates after dinner or else she would’ve devoted an
hour trying to console me again. Whenever she sees my eyes glisten
or my lips start to quiver, she takes my hands in hers and blows her
breath against my face. As if just letting me know she’s still here. I feel
silly relying on little moments like these, but she says it’s payback for
all the nights I stayed awake with her.
Evie never liked going to sleep because of what happened to her
when she was in elementary school. I asked for her permission to tell
the story and she said it would be okay since this—whatever this online
forum is—has been such a healthy part of the coping process. It’s
brought Evie and I even closer. So, silver linings. Right?
When Evie was seven, her mother and father separated and her

mother was awarded full custody. Evie’s words are few when it comes
to describing her father. A red, angry-looking face, an easily frowning
mouth—those aren’t her words; they’re mine from the few pictures of
him I’ve seen. A butcher with a well-known temper at the local market,
the stench of raw meat shadowed him constantly, and Evie told me
she had to plug her nose whenever he came near at bedtime.
She smelled his familiar scent one morning on the playground.
He was loitering on the other side of the fence, a can of Cherry Coke in
his hand and a cigarette hanging from his lip, dangling a brand new
coloring book in front of her the way a fisherman might lure a small
fish. She went to him with little hesitation and it wasn’t long before she
was sliding into the back seat of his Oldsmobile.
It was the day in March the temperature got to over a hundred
degrees. We were kids then, but our parents remember it. They
remember reading about the little girl who almost died after her father
left her in the car with the windows rolled up while he went to the
nearest bar. What they didn’t read about in the papers was that Evie
was pronounced dead at the hospital for twelve seconds.
I’ve only asked her about it once—what she saw, what it was like.
She looked at me, troubled. As if she had been dreading my
curiosity.
“Nothing,” she said. “It’s like nothing.”
title/whistle and i’ll come
thread/thestrangethingwebecome Posted by mummyqueerest 344 days ago
[43 comments] Click here to share with your followers
Evie’s stopped checking the forum, so she jokes I can post
whatever I want on here now.
Didn’t get much sleep last night. Helped Evie clean the bathroom
after she had gotten sick. It’s agonizing to watch her symptoms
become more like habits with each passing day. She used to sob
whenever she would throw up—hands covering her mouth, eyes wet
and sparkling. Now, I watch her amble to the toilet and lean her head
over the bowl without comment as if she were performing the same
ritual a janitor might when they empty a bucket and mop.
Does anyone have any suggestions for food that won’t upset her
stomach so much? We’ve stocked up on chicken, eggs, beans, and
nuts. But, maybe I’m missing something?
I’ve found her in the attic lately. Legs folded. Eyes closed. Arms
at her side. Sometimes she doesn’t even hear me when I walk in. I’ll
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say something and it’s as if she’s lost somewhere behind her eyelids—
buried deep in some secret part of herself. I whistle at her, wooing her
to come back to Earth, and like a dozing toddler she always returns.
I ask her what she thinks about when she’s there.
The answer is always the same. “Nothing.”
title/angel on fire
thread/thestrangethingwebecome Posted by mummyqueerest 221 days ago
[134 comments] Click here to share with your followers
Did you ever hear of Nadezhda Konopka?
Probably not.
Back in the 1970s, Bulgarian performance art wasn’t necessarily
newsworthy even if she’s considered one of the most despised
provocateurs of the 20th century. I’m sure you’re Googling her name
right now, but I’ll tell you about some of her notable exhibitions:
1 Had her clitoris removed during a public circumcision ritual
to bring attention to the horrors of female genital
mutilation in Sudan.
2 Had her left arm removed completely in a public
performance dedicated to deforestation and climate
change.
3 Was force-fed horse shit for seven hours in an act of
resistance against the current political administration.
Those were some of her more conservative performances. I’ll
spare you the details of some of her more disgusting exhibitions.
Regardless, she made Marina Abramovic look like Mother Theresa.
She’s probably not as well known because those around her claimed
she had the personality of a stuffed animal wrapped in barbed wire.
Anyway, Evie’s obsessed with her. Especially one of her
performances in particular—her final one, Angel on Fire. Nadezhda
didn’t live very long; nobody knew exactly how old she was when she
died, but they speculated mid- to late 40s. The way she chose to end
her life was especially mystifying. In a year-long event held in
Belgrade, Nadezhda committed to the act of self-mummification.
You’re probably opening another tab and Googling right now,
right? I had never heard of it either until I read through the links saved
on Evie’s phone. A ritual based in Buddhism, monks would often
attempt this gruesome ritual in order to transcend death and achieve
the ultimate enlightenment.
After months of self-deprivation, she was placed in a tomb with

a small bell she would ring daily in order to signal she was still alive.
Finally the day arrived when the bell didn’t ring and her tomb was
sealed. After a year had passed, they opened the tomb and discovered
she had indeed successfully preserved herself like the ancient monks.
Her body was removed from the tomb and placed in a
bulletproof glass case in a small square in her hometown of Shumata.
She’s still there on display to this very day. I think in the mid 90’s a
group of high-schoolers tried to blow up the shrine with makeshift
explosives but were stopped before they could do any serious
damage.
Evie’s wanted to visit her shrine for years now. I didn’t have the
heart to tell her, but before the diagnosis I had booked us two tickets
to Bulgaria for Christmas this year. I wanted to surprise her, but the
doctor says she can’t travel.
Then, of course, there’s the horrible thought I can’t seem to push
from my mind: Will she be around for Christmas?
title/something bad
thread/thestrangethingwebecome Posted by mummyqueerest 295 days ago
[95 comments] Click here to share with your followers
I did something bad.
There. I said it.
Well, typed it.
That’s half the battle, right? Admitting to yourself you did
something horrible.
Some people do terrible things and never put words to what
they’ve done. But at least I’m acknowledging the fact I fucked up. It
may not make me a better person than the people who do horrible
things. But, it has to count for something. Right?
I’ve written out this post twelve times now. Deleted it every
time. I’m not going to rewrite it for a thirteenth. I’m just going to tell
you what happened.
Evie’s spending most of her time in the attic, meditating. I’ve
asked if I can come in—sit with her and read—but she doesn’t want to
be distracted.
She’s been seeming so much more distant lately. She doesn’t
even open her eyes when I whistle. I can’t tell if it’s because she’s too
far gone or simply because she just doesn’t want to.
We hardly talk anymore. Sometimes we go the entire day
without speaking unless I make an attempt at conversation.
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I was rummaging through the boxes in the attic and came across
my grandfather’s Morse code machine. He taught me how to use it
during the summer I spent at his lake house when I turned eleven.
Never thought it would still work. I started tinkering with it again out of
boredom, trying to re-familiarize myself with the different letters he
had taught me.
Dot-dash for the letter A. Dash-dot-dot-dot for the letter B.
Dash-dot-dash-dot for C. I won’t bore you with the whole alphabet.
You get the picture.
The thing I love most about Morse code is that it slows you
down. It makes you consider the shape of each letter; makes you
mindful of the meaning behind every word. I used to spend hours in
the basement typing out messages to the ghosts I imagined haunting
my grandfather’s lake house. Sometimes I’d pretend I was writing my
diary and would write each entry in the third person: “She saw a robin
today” or “her grandfather bought her new patent leather shoes for her
birthday.”
Although I didn’t expect Evie to share my excitement for locating
my grandfather’s Morse code machine, I hardly expected her to
remain so cold and unfeeling. I presented it to her, trying to coax even
just one word from her lips, stretched thin like elastic bands.
“Isn’t this something?” I teased. Not my most beguiling
conversation starter, but I wanted some sort of reaction from her;
anything. Instead she merely sat there, eyes closed, legs folded, hands
tucked in her lap. Testing her comfort the way a small child might
approach an animal, I drew closer and searched her body for a sign of
acknowledgement. I saw her ears pin the way a horse’s do as I
stepped closer, the floorboards creaking beneath my weight. She
wasn’t sleeping. Wasn’t even meditating. She was pretending I wasn’t
there.
I got the message. So, I figured I’d send her one too.
I took the Morse code machine and I started tapping.
Fuck-dash-you-dash-fucking-dash-bitch.
The machine chirped like a furious sparrow, my finger springing
up and down as if it were hammering each letter into her skull. Tap,
tap, tap—an invisible blade chiseling away the silence she had put
between us.
I’m-dash-not-dash-going-dash-to-dash-even-dash-missdash-you-dash-when-dash-you’re-dash-fucking-dash-gone.
I imagined every word spraying her as if they were darts, each
dash a needle-thin tip gluing to her skin. How could she treat me like

this? To be so cruel even when she knows our time is precious?
When I was finished, I didn’t feel any better. I felt worse when I
watched her open her eyes.
It was the way she looked at me.
It was as if she understood.
title/if elephants can remember, let me forget
thread/thestrangethingwebecome Posted by mummyqueerest 276 days ago
[67 comments] Click here to share with your followers
She’s not the same person she was.
There are times when I look at her and I struggle to recognize the
woman I once fell in love with, desperately searching for her and
hoping she’s buried somewhere beneath what I see. It’s as if she’s
blurred behind a rain-soaked window that I can’t open. That must be
what it’s like to look at the face of God.
I read somewhere that most elephants don’t die of old age.
Instead their teeth become brittle and break off, forcing them to starve
to death. I always wondered if they knew exactly what was happening
to them. if they were somehow very much aware of their suffering, if
they knew they were completely helpless to what they had become.
Since they have the sharpest memories in the animal kingdom, I
wonder how excruciating it must be for them to recognize themselves
changing and being at the mercy of inevitability. I suppose all living
things are. Humans are just able to put words to it. We’ve invented
euphemisms to dull the way an affliction sounds, but not necessarily
how it feels. I think that’s the most dangerous part about being
human—conceiving nice ways of saying something truly terrible.
The doctors told me Evie would change. Cancer does that to a
person. It empties them out until they’re as barren as a locust-eaten
field of grain. What the doctors didn’t tell me was how much I would
change while watching her suffer. I shouldn’t be so surprised though.
Each thing we love takes a little piece of us whether we give it willingly
or not. By the time we find the person we were meant to be with,
we’re a honeycombed shell of what we once were. Each person we
love turns us into the strange thing we become.
That’s why I decided to call this thread The Strange Thing We
Become. It’s also the title of the book I’m writing about Evie and her
battle with cancer. I wouldn’t be able to do any of this without your
kind messages. I’ve been thinking lately about the person I was before
I met her, how different I was.
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But, sometimes I wish we could forget who we were before we
loved and lost someone.
I wonder if we’d be happier.
Evie’s been happy lately. Changed her phone passcode, which I
thought was strange. She doesn’t meditate as much. Instead she’s
been exercising and losing so much weight. It’s starting to scare me.
She’s glued herself to the elliptical—arms and legs pumping when I
leave in the morning and still working when I return late at night from
work. She’s been eating bizarre things, too—only buckwheat, millets or
raw vegetables. Nothing else.
One of the strangest things happened the other night. She’s been
drinking this horrible-smelling imported tea she said the doctor told
her would help her immune system. But it fucks with her stomach like
nothing else. I found her huddled in the attic, sitting in a pile of her own
excrement. She was so lost in her meditation she didn’t even realize
she had soiled herself. When I woke her, she didn’t believe me until I
started cleaning the filth sliming the backs of her legs.
I don’t even cry anymore when I clean up her sick or wipe the
filth from her. Maybe I’m not the same person I once was either.
title/three words
thread/thestrangethingwebecome Posted by mummyqueerest 254 days ago
[47 comments] Click here to share with your followers
I never thought I’d have to write something like this. I’ve been
going over the words in my mind again and again. I can’t seem to make
sense of any of it. Everything leads me back to the same place, the
same thought. No matter how horrible it is.
I think Evie’s having an affair.
I came home late from work last night, hoping to surprise her
with takeout. I found her in her usual place, crouching on the attic floor
with head lowered and eyes closed like a prisoner awaiting execution.
I thought to wake her, but I noticed something lying beside her on the
floor.
A silver wedding band.
Not hers.
I rushed to the bathroom—because I thought I was going to be
sick—and I found the shower nozzle had been adjusted, the faucet
gently dripping. The fresh smell of aftershave burned the hairs in my
nose. It was as if they weren’t even trying to hide themselves; such
eagerness to be caught.

I returned to the attic and sat down across from her, waiting for
her to open her eyes. I knew if I wanted an answer, I’d go wanting. I
placed the Morse code machine between us and started tapping.
How-dash-could-dash-you-dash-do-dash-this-dash-todash-me-dash-after-dash-all-dash-I’ve-dash-done-dash-for-dashyou?
I waited for a moment, imagining each dash forming a long rope
and lassoing itself around her neck. Squeezing tight, I’d pull the answer
from the pit of her fear-clogged throat.
Her hands answered first, long skeletal fingers pressing down on
the key and slowly tapping.
When she was finished, the three words she had spelled hung in
the air like a dim vapor only I could see:
I-dash-love-dash-you.
title/something’s wrong
thread/thestrangethingwebecome Posted by mummyqueerest 189 days ago
[61 comments] Click here to share with your followers
She’s getting way too thin. Hardly ever eats. Her arms, like
toothpicks. Her skin, fever-yellow and as transparent as wax paper.
Found out she missed her last two doctor appointments after she lied
and told me one of our neighbors had driven her there.
I’m wondering if I should take her to the hospital.
Thank you for your messages. Please keep us in your thoughts.
title/help
thread/thestrangethingwebecome Posted by mummyqueerest 102 days ago
[59 comments] Click here to share with your followers
I don’t know if I can even write it out. It hurts too much.
God, I feel sick. I think I’m going to throw up.
title/no room for poetry
thread/thestrangethingwebecome Posted by mummyqueerest 102 days ago
[109 comments] Click here to share with your followers
There’s no room for poetry here.
She’s pregnant.
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title/the red carrot in the shoebox
thread/thestrangethingwebecome Posted by mummyqueerest 83 days ago
[52 comments] Click here to share with your followers
Did you hear the one about the woman who worked at the shoe
store?
She puffed up. Get it? The woman at the shoe store puffed up. Big.
But, when she finally deflated, she was sad because she had to
put a tiny carrot inside a shoebox and carry it with her wherever she
went. The carrot was wet and red, impossibly small. You could hold it
in the palm of your hand if you tried.
She tried. Pushed and pushed. Waiting to hear tiny screams that
never came.
There’s no punchline to the story. Just a small red carrot dressed
in overalls two sizes too big.
I always hated that story.
title/our baby boy
thread/thestrangethingwebecome Posted by mummyqueerest 75 days ago
[37 comments] Click here to share with your followers
Went to check on Evie this morning and found the red carrot
from the story between her legs on the floor. I’m holding it in my arms
as I’m typing this.
No. Not “it.”
Him.
His name is Emil.
title/in the dark room
thread/thestrangethingwebecome Posted by mummyqueerest 54 days ago
[94 comments] Click here to share with your followers
I have nothing left to live for.
title/this angel burns too
thread/thestrangethingwebecome Posted by mummyqueerest 9 days ago
[159 comments] Click here to share with your followers
If you’re reading this, Evie’s dead.
I feel cold air pass through me, a small invisible hand raking
through my insides as if it were searching for something it can’t find.

The hole I opened in my abdomen must’ve been a deep one. I quietly
thank God for little mercies such as that. It’ll be over soon.
I tucked Evie’s hands in her lap, cleaned the wetness from
between her legs. She almost resembles Nadezhda in her little tomb:
legs folded, shoulders buckled like a loosened marionette doll, head
lowered as if in prayer.
It won’t be long until we’re all together again.
Until then, I’ll wander the house—whistling, carrying the small
red carrot—like an elephant that forgot it’s starving.

“The burden of a vice is not doing what taints
your soul but having to hide it from everyone
you know.”
- Dawson M. Kiser
“Lust Becomes Us”

Laying out my dolls
Malcolm Davidson

Logic and structure
a sense that everything is okay
Alice and Samantha
Dorothy and Michelle
oh and don’t forget my teddy bear, George
he has a torn foot, and one eye missing
but he’s mine and I love him.
There they are, all snuggled up
safe on the cushion
the pink one with flowers
yes, safe on my bed
unlike me, battered, and with a fat lip
only twelve years old and already
the world isn’t safe.
I’m determined not to let this happen
to my kids;
they’ll be safe, feel safe, and loved, of course
they won’t need to lay out their dolls or toys
on the sofa to feel like they are in control
seeking order and safety amongst the chaos.
That is unless they want to.
I’ll make sure they won’t be
Alphabetizing their books a couple of days
before the big family gathering
Looking at high school pictures
when the bathrooms still need cleaning
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Shopping for clothes, skirts and a blouse or two
and a big Russian fur hat
when the husband still hasn’t figured out
the menu for the family.
Yes, I’ll be rid of my dolls by then
I’ll be rid of the fear, I’ll overcome this
casting off the memories of anguish and uncertainty
to be reborn, sure and free
open to the world, and all its possibilities
I can’t wait to grow up.

Lust Becomes Us
Dawson M. Kiser

She smelled of liquor and sweat. A hint of weed if you smelled her up close.
She ran her skinny fingers with bright pink nail polish along the top of my
balding head and across my patchy beard. My lips were chapped. Her
lipstick was smeared. Her clothes were on. And then they were off. And then
they were back on again. This time wrinkled and wet. She lay on the
stain-covered Motel 6 mattress. A cigarette in her hand. She blew smoke
towards the ceiling and gave me a smirk. All I could do is look down. Three
missed calls. I threw a few hundred dollars on the mattress and made my
way for the door.
“Throw in another fifty and I’ll make it worth your time,” she said.
Yes, I thought. “No,” I said.
“Whatever. I’ll see you next week then?”
“Yeah.”
She looked at me and then blew more smoke toward the ceiling. She
then took off her shirt once again and waved her hand in front of her face to
cool herself off.
“Hey, before you leave, could you do something for me?”
“Yeah.”
“It’s really hot in here. Could you turn the fan on?”
When I walked out to the parking lot, I was punished with scorching
rays. It was God giving me a taste of Hell. My sweat-weighted shirt hung
heavy on my shoulders and stuck to my protruding stomach. You try not to
be disgusted with yourself for the things you do when no one is watching.
Your mind won’t let you leave unscathed.
I got into my car and turned the A/C on. The cold air began to dry my
wet skin. Opening the glove compartment, I grabbed a piece of rolling paper
and my bag of weed. I rolled myself a joint and lit up. I exhaled and watched
the thick smoke spiral toward the windshield. My phone vibrated. Another
missed call. I closed my eyes and took a hit. I hotboxed for a little bit longer
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and then got out of my car.
I trudged across the Motel 6 parking lot to the room I was just in. I
knocked, and then I waited for a bit. The girl with the smeared lipstick
opened the door. She wasn’t wearing any lipstick this time. She gave me a
smirk. You know the smirk. The kind of smirk every girl your mother said not
to hang around gives. The smirk that you can’t help but drool over.
“Back already?” she said with her arms crossed.
“I’m free for a little bit longer.”
“Well, if you got the money, you can come on in.” She took in a long
breath and grinned. “Feel free to bring some of that weed with you too.”
On the stained bed, she had her head on my chest, and she traced my
thigh with her fingers. I’m getting too old for this. She smoked her cigarettes,
and I smoked my weed. Every now and then she would kiss my neck, and I
would let her take a hit. She ran her hands through my patchy beard again.
“You are just handsome.”
“You don’t gotta lie to me.”
“Lying? I’m not lying,” she said, “I think you’re handsome. Especially for
your age.”
I sighed and laid my head back. She noticed my somber face. Putting
her body on top of mine, she eyed me with sympathy. She kissed my chest
and caressed my body with hers. I took another hit and blew the smoke at
her pretty face. She laughed a little and then took a hit and blew the smoke
back at me.
“Why are you so sad?”
“I’m not.”
“Yes, you are. Trust me, I can tell when a man is sad.”
“Because you’ve fucked so many of them?”
“Yes, actually. Because I fuck so many of them. And they’re either
creeps or manic depressives. I don’t think you’re a creep.”
“So, I’m a manic depressive?”
My face must’ve looked agitated because she brought her face
toward mine and kissed my cheek. An actual kiss. Not an escort kiss. The
kind of kiss your partner gives you when your eyes look like they are about to
swell up and cry.
“How about this. I’ll call one of my friends. You can have double the
fun tonight free of charge. How does that sound to you?”
“Sure.”
Her friend came over. She looked the same but smelled different. She
smelled of cheap perfume and fast food. I took some pills and spaced out
during it. I was tired of all the sensations. I wanted to feel numb. They took

me to the shower and cleaned me off. Each gave me a kiss on the cheek and
told me they’d see me next week. They were both so pretty. Their tan
smooth figures juxtaposed to my ugly aging body. Money is a hell of a thing.
I drove home, leaving with the smell of two women. Their distinct
scents were stuck in my nostrils. I rolled the windows down and let the wind
overwhelm my face. The scent of weed and cheap perfume left my nose.
The stench of sex remained. I cried. The wind blew the tears across the side
of my face. My eyes began to swell. You are pretty aware of how horrible
you are when you do things like this. You don’t dare look at yourself in the
mirror. The guilt weighs down your eyes. The sight is dismal.
I pulled over to calm myself down. My sweaty hands firmly gripped
the steering wheel; I wiped my face with my dirty shirt and hit my head
against it. There was a pulsing feeling at my temple and a little red bruise
starting to form. What is wrong with me? With tears running down my face, I
locked eyes with a little boy riding his bike. He had shaggy brown hair and
big blue eyes. Small freckles were scattered across his face. He still had his
training wheels on. I watched him pedal down the sidewalk for a little while
before driving home.
My wife was gone. On the fridge was a note that said she would be
home late tonight. I opened the fridge and grabbed myself a few beers. I sat
down on the couch and drank the first beer. My old dog made its way to me
and laid his head on my lap. I ran my hand through his black fur and rubbed
his ears. The way he squinted his eyes when I petted him behind his ears
made me smile. My demeanor shifted. I had some joy from this dog. I’d be all
right as long as I could come home and pet this dog. Your dog doesn’t judge
you or condemn you. Your dog doesn’t know virtue from vice. He just sits
there and lets you pet him and then licks your tears away.
After an hour, my wife came home. She walked into the kitchen and
grabbed herself a glass of water. Her high heels clicked the whole time. I hate
high heels. The way they sound on hardwood floors is egregious. She took a
sip of her water and then sat next to me on the couch. Her leg was close to
me but not close enough to touch the side of my leg. I drank another beer.
The dog made his way to my wife and put his head on her lap. She pushed
his face away with her veiny hands.
“You’re going to get fur on me, dog,” she said.
The dog retreated with his tail between his legs. My wife sighed and
drank some more water. The silence was almost unbearable, but I didn’t
want to start a conversation. So I suffered through it. Her lip kept quivering,
and her nostrils kept flaring. The last time we had a good conversation was
about a year ago. When our life was still intact. Her eyes kept glancing over
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at me and then back to her glass of water. When someone wants to say
something but can’t find the words, they always try to communicate to you
through their eyes. She finally had enough of the silence and cleared her
throat.
“How was work?” she said.
All that build-up and she asked me how was work? How fucking
pathetic. I never wanted to be that couple. Please, for the love of God, ask
me anything but how was work. Ask me am I fucking someone else. Ask me
am I on drugs. Ask me if I have a drinking problem. Ask me if I still have any
of that emotion called love left in my ugly body. Ask me these things so I
don’t have to lie.
“Work was fine.”
“That’s good.”
There was another plague of silence. My wife finished her water and
then got up and began to walk toward our bedroom. She paused and looked
at the photo that hung in the hallway. The only picture in the entire house.
She sighed and then looked at me.
“I’m going to bed,” she said.
I nodded and started drinking another beer. It burned my throat, and I
began to cough. The dog heard me coughing and walked over. I finished
coughing and rubbed the top of his head. He began to wag his tail, and he
licked my arm. Feeling the urge to piss, I got up and stumbled toward the
bathroom. About halfway down the hallway, I stopped. I didn’t want to look,
but I had to. I slowly turned and faced the picture that hung on the wall.
My wife and my old self and my beautiful little boy, with his shaggy
brown curls, stared back at me. My wife looked beautiful, and I looked
fulfilled. My little boy was overwhelmed with joy. His smile was large and
demanded attention. His nose was so small and round and his large brown
eyes were filled with curiosity. Ready to explore life. My hands shook and
grabbed at the side of my face. My knees buckled, and I collapsed. Saliva
covered the bottom of my face, and my eyes were soaked. I punched the
floor over and over again. My knuckles busted and bled. Tiny red speckles
covered the tile. I grabbed the photo and threw it. The glass shattered. The
dog barked. I yelled. I whimpered. I sobbed. My entire body laid spread out
like a corpse on the floor.
I felt a hand on my shoulder. I looked up to see my wife with tears in
her eyes. She kneeled down and put her arms around me. She kissed my
head. The first kiss she gave me in months. Maybe even a year. She then lay
down beside me on the bloodied tiles and put her head on my chest. I was
struggling to breathe. I was overwhelmed with shame. I knew I still smelled

of those two pretty girls and of weed. I knew she could smell it. And she still
kept her head on my chest. She still ran her hands down my body. She still
kissed my face. She wiped away my tears. Her dark hair draped over me like
a silk blanket. With every bit of affection she gave I felt more and more guilt.
The devil was scratching at my skin, trying to let his fangs in. My soul
was torn. Hell looked really fucking good compared to telling my wife the
truth. The burden of a vice is not doing what taints your soul but having to
hide it from everyone you know. The deceit loomed over me. All I could see
were the tan bodies of those two sexy girls. Their curvy hips and their thick
thighs. Their breasts and their messy lips. The feeling of skin on skin. Why
can’t I look at my wife and just see how beautiful she is. Why can’t I look at
the picture of my son and just mourn? My God.
“I’ve been sleeping with other women.”
Her head remained on my chest. I knew she could hear my heartbeat’s
deadly fast tempo. She took her hand and delicately rubbed my arm.
“I know,” she said.
I couldn’t help but cry harder than I was before.
“I’ve been smoking weed and taking random pills. I’ve been skipping
work. I haven’t shown up in two weeks. I probably lost my fucking job, but
no one has called to let me know.”
She didn’t say anything. She just continued to run her hand up and
down my arm and listen to my heartbeat.
“I just miss him,” I said. “I just miss him so fucking much. I just can’t
handle it.”
She turned her head to face mine. Her eyes were red and overflowing
with tears. She grabbed my arm as firmly as she could, but it was still weak.
For the first time in a long time, I looked directly into her eyes. They were so
beautiful. They were in pain. My kicking heart was being dragged through
sawdust and rusted nails. Splinters and shrapnel left me butchered.
“You can handle it. You have to handle it.”
“I don’t know if I can.”
“What am I supposed to do if you can’t handle it? Do you think I can
handle it if you can’t? How dare you. How fucking dare you.”
Her words stung. The only thing I could think to say was “Sorry.” She
knew I was serious when I said it. She knew I was sorry for a lot of things,
and that was the only sorry I could manage to get out. Her face told me she
was trying to forgive me. She had been trying to forgive me for months.
“Do you love me?” she said.
“I love you. I really do.”
She believed me. Her eyebrows twitched a little bit. She always did
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that when she heard something she didn’t want to believe but knew to be
true. It’s easy to justify doing horrible things to people you hate. The worst
thing imaginable is knowing you can be a ravenous monster to the people
you love. The viciousness inside of you eats at you. You try to hide it, but it
always comes out to play. To destroy all that you’ve worked for in life. To
infect your loved ones with a disease called resentment.
“Do you love me?” I asked.
“Shut up.”
“What?”
“What kind of dumb question is that?”
I wasn’t sure what she was getting at. I just stayed silent, hoping for her
to elaborate. She shook her head and smirked a little bit.
“Why would I come home every single night to a mess of a husband if
I didn’t love him?”
“I’m not sure.”
“Because I wouldn’t.”
She got up and walked back into the room. From the doorway, she
looked back at me, lying on the ground.
“I miss him too, you know. Let’s miss him together,” she said.
I nodded. I looked down at my busted knuckles and the shattered
glass. I got up and picked up the picture of our little boy.
“Come to bed.”
I looked at my wife and gave her a saddened smile. She reciprocated
and then lay down. I put the picture down on the kitchen table and then
went to the bathroom. For the first time in a while, I looked at myself in the
mirror. I stared at my unfit middle-aged body and my balding head and my
patchy beard. I stared at the weak man before me. The pervert. The drug
addict. The hedonistic, vicious, Hell-bound sinner. The husband. The father.
I lay down next to my wife. She wrapped her arms around me, and I
rested my face on her breasts. She kissed me. I ran my hand down her body
and then found myself on top of her. It was passionate. It was sweaty. It was
ecstasy. Skin against skin. Bodies in motion. Heat. Lots of heat. Our bodies
coated in sweat, but she smelled like my wife. That smell that doesn’t smell
like anything else. That scent that I have known for many years.
When it was all done, I laid motionless on top of her. Her face was in
the crevice of my neck.
“We are going to be all right,” I said.
She moaned and moved a little. She was almost asleep.
“I know we will be.”
I smiled. It was a real smile too. Not the fake kind you always do to

make people feel better about their dumb jokes. It was a smile full of joy and
endearment.
“Hey babe?” she said.
I looked down at her beautiful face with contentment and affection.
“Yeah.”
“It’s really hot in here. Could you turn the fan on?”

Like it’s a Mad Thing
Lee Ann Kostempski

“You should get a haircut.”
The suggestion comes from your boyfriend, who sneaks up behind you
during your morning ablutions. The two of you have been dating for nearly a
year now. You spend several nights a week at his condo. He is successful,
handsome, a decent lover. But there are little things that irk you. Like his
insistence on watching horror movies every time you visit him, even though
he knows they scare you. Like the way he sniffs distastefully every time you
text anyone other than him. Things like this haircut idea—little nudges, hints
that you must improve yourself, that there is something wrong with you.
Maybe you’re overthinking. These pet peeves are normal. Aren’t they?
Nobody’s perfect, not you and not him either. You both hold each other to
unfair standards sometimes. Such is life.
Patting your face dry, you raise your eyebrows at his reflection in the
mirror, then at your own. You are a beautiful pair. Or you were once, when
you first started dating. But your face has rounded and your chin has started
disappearing in the year since you two met. Truth be told, you think you look
tired beside him. Older than you really are. His hairline is receding, but it
suits him. His face is still bright, young, smiling; your adulthood hangs on you
like a potato sack, weighs you down under your eyes, under your arms, in
your jowls.
It has been so long since you’ve really looked at yourself this closely.
You tilt your head at this stranger in the mirror.
“Not that I don’t love it long,” your boyfriend continues, wrapping your
hair around his knuckles and winking, giving it a possessive tug. It’s
supposed to turn you on. It doesn’t really. Actually it kind of annoys you. “But
it would look better if you layered it. Complement your face more. Don’t you
think?”
You never considered it. You have always liked your hair just the way it
is, all one straight line across your shoulder blades. This is the same way that

your mother cut it, and after she passed away your father carried on the
tradition. You cut it yourself now. Just a few snips. It saves you a decent
chunk of money per year. It keeps your parents close to your heart. It is easy
to maintain.
“Give it a thought,” your boyfriend says, reaching one hand around you
for his toothbrush and pinching your cheek with the other.
Maybe he’s right.
You smooth out the wrinkling sensation in your gut, plant a kiss on his
lips, and head outside. You wait until you get into your fourteen-year-old
junker to swallow the Lexapro that you hid in your fist. He hates seeing you
take it.
We watch you invisibly from the back seat, longing to tell you: Just
dump him, honey.
For a second you think you glimpse us in the rearview mirror, but when
you turn around there’s no one there.
♥
You drive the same route to the office as always. Today you turn off the
news of yet another enraged gunman with a history of domestic violence
who shot up a school where his ex-wife taught, killing six and wounding two
dozen. It is the second such story you’ve heard in less than one week.
You choose instead to listen to a pop song. You sing along. But you
can’t manage to force your heart into that major key.
Once you arrive at work you climb the same chipping cement
staircase to the third floor. You scan your worn key card, open the door, and
squint against the harshness of the putrid yellow wall that has greeted you
for the last six years. Your eyes have never quite learned to prepare
themselves for this assault.
It’s payday, a rare blip in the routine. You swing by your boss’s office to
pick up your check for seven hundred dollars and some change, the
equivalent of two weeks’ hard work.
You work up the courage to ask about a rumor you’ve heard, a rumor
that the company will be hiring a third copy editor to help lighten your
load—and the rumor that one of the two current editors will be promoted to
a new position: Editor-in-Chief.
You have been here since you graduated with your Bachelor’s in
English, always working barely a dollar over the minimum wage. The other
copy editor has been here only one year, and he does less than half the work
you do. You edit the obituaries of twenty-four newspapers across the United
States. Your coworker covers only six.
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Your boss smiles at you. He is friends with your boyfriend, who works
for a different company in an office building down the road. In fact, your
boss is the one who introduced the two of you over lunch one day. We wish
he never did. Someday you will too. It’s only a matter of time.
You hope your boss doesn’t notice how desperate you are, waiting for
his answer. You need a promotion. Your rent will be going up nearly a
hundred dollars in January, and there is no way you can afford it on what you
make now, especially since you’ll probably need to buy a new car soon. You
don’t want to move again, and you don’t feel ready to share a place with
your boyfriend.
“We have indeed selected a third editor,” your boss says. “And that is
correct; we will be promoting one of you. Interviews are next week.”
Your cubicle does not look so drab as you take your seat and get to
work. Even the permanent ball of tension in your shoulder, like a fist lodged
deep inside your muscles, loosens.
That promotion is yours. You’re sure of it.
♥
You always keep a tally at work. Your first year, when you oversaw
only a handful of newspapers, you edited four thousand, thirty-three
obituaries total. It is now July of your sixth year and you have already crossed
the fifteen thousand mark.
Turning it into a sort of game, distancing yourself from it as if you are
conducting some statistical study, takes a bit of the morbidity out of your
day. It distracts you, too, from the occasional phone calls from sobbing
family members, begging you to give them a discount because the funeral is
driving them straight at the cliffs of bankruptcy and can’t you see that I am
mourning, dammit, I’ve just lost my mother, my husband, my only child, my
twin ...
Sorry, you tell them in a carefully leveled tone, I’m so sorry. You don’t
know what else to say. If it were up to you, obituaries would be a flat rate of
zero dollars. You pretend not to feel your heart cracking apart inside your ribs
whenever the customers cuss you out and hang up.
Today you notice your work stash of antidepressants is running low.
You make a note to restock.
The word “childbirth” sears itself into the back of your eyelids; you
have read it so many times this week. It has been a trend over the last few
months. Just this very morning you heard another BREAKING NEWS horror
story about the battle over Roe v. Wade, a battle you fear women are losing.
It was followed shortly by another report of a study estimating that there are

approximately three years before climate change becomes irreversible.
The stories made you want to claw out your own womb.
Instead you changed the station, dug your nails into the steering wheel
instead of your own body. Sang more pop songs through clenched teeth.
You cannot afford distractions today. It is interview day.
♥
The interview goes well. You’re nervous and it shows, but you make a
good testimony. As your boss shakes your hand and ushers you to his office
door, your hopes are high with good reason. Even we are sure you’ve
cinched it.
You take your boss’s warm camaraderie as a good sign. He does not
rush you out the door, but instead chit-chats. Naturally, the small talk
gravitates toward your boyfriend.
“No ring yet?” your boss jokes. “He better get a move on. The clock’s
a-ticking. Surely you’re just itching to start a family?”
You smile and shrug, even manage a laugh. We know you’re faking.
We want to punch him.
After you part ways, you run to the restroom and lock yourself in a stall
where you take several gasping breaths, fending off visions of a future you
do not want. A future spent piling medical bills on top of your student loans.
A future spent carefully tending to your babies just to send them off to
school, wondering every day whether they will come home or whether they
will become a number in a headline.
And when those children start asking that dreaded question, “Why?”—
“Mama, why are there no more polar bears?” or “Mama, why are so many
people crying on the news?”—would you even have the heart to tell them the
truth? Or would you lie through your teeth to keep them young and free for
as long as you could? Would you fashion them some rose-colored glasses
and whisper that everything will be okay?
What if you lost your job? What if this economic recession became
another Great Depression? What if you ended up a single mother, scraping
by on twelve dollars an hour? (Let’s face it, your boyfriend is the type who
would weasel his way out of child support if you ever broke up. Maybe you
don’t see it, but we do. And even if he proved us wrong, you know all the
money in the world wouldn’t guarantee safety from mass shootings or
climate change or nuclear war.)
You cannot do it. You do not want it. It’s not worth the risk, to sentence
a poor baby to life and death in this hateful, withering world.
You want so badly to believe that such a choice is yours to make.
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“Are you okay?”
It’s the new editor, standing at one of the sinks as you emerge from the
stall with red-ringed eyes. She started yesterday. Your boss didn’t actually
hire her; he gave her an internship. One in which she does the same exact
labor you provide, only she is expected to do it for free.
We liked her instantly, although you saw her as a threat, a scab of
sorts. She is only nineteen, a sophomore in her noble quest to become a
journalist, hopeful and bright even in the face of poverty for the sake of a
far-off promise. But now you can see the strain settling behind her eyes. You
can see her future too, and at this rate it’ll be just as bleak as yours.
She is not your enemy. She’s your baby sister. A victim, just like you.
Like us.
You vow to yourself then that the first thing you will do as
Editor-in-Chief is get this girl an income.
Everything will be okay.
♥
Your boyfriend visits you that night with a pizza to celebrate your
interview. You do not mention the bathroom breakdown to him.
The pizza is banana pepper. You don’t like spicy food, and you’re pretty
sure he knew that already. But maybe you’re misremembering. Maybe that
was a conversation you had with an ex. Anyway, it’s the thought that counts.
Or so you tell yourself. You could pick the pepper off, but you know that
might make him feel bad. So instead you smile and eat the pizza just the way
it is, chugging gulps of water after every bite and praying the banana pepper
won’t do a number on your sensitive stomach. If your boyfriend notices this,
he doesn’t say anything about it.
The two of you settle in and prepare for another horror marathon.
Ah. Here now, as your boyfriend scrolls through the options, you see
us in our many forms: the hag, the witch, the devil’s vessel. Your boyfriend
settles first on a film about a succubus (because of course he does). Then,
when that one is over, he picks a possession film—the same one that gave
you this fear of horror movies in the first place, over a decade ago now,
when an older cousin tricked you into watching it and told you that you’d
turn into that puking, head-twirling monster when you hit puberty.
Your boyfriend knows this is the one movie you prefer not to watch.
He knows why. He presses play anyway. We long for you to look at us, truly
look at us, and see us for what we are. But it’s too soon. You aren’t ready. You
take one glance at this version of us—our green skin, bulging eyes, lank hair—
and spend the rest of the movie staring at the wall just above the television,

only half-pretending to watch while the banana peppers churn in your gut.
You cannot bear to watch a third movie. So you get up from the couch
and go to the bathroom for another much-needed dose of Lexapro,
remembering that you have to restock your pill stash at work.
But inside the medicine cabinet is only a bottle of painkillers.
You find the bottle you’re looking for in the bathroom garbage. It’s
empty. Strange. You don’t remember finishing that prescription.
“Oh, I flushed those for you,” your boyfriend says from the bathroom
door. He unzips his jeans and makes his way to the toilet.
You frown.
“Don’t you remember?” he says. “You told me you were hoping to get
off those pills.”
You did in fact tell him you hoped you could wean yourself off them
someday. But you never said you would quit cold turkey. You remind him
that you need them.
“Do you hear yourself?” He flicks himself dry, zips up again. “You’re
talking like an addict. You don’t need that shit. You’ve got nothing to be
depressed about. Besides, you’ve porked up since you started taking it. It
isn’t good for you.”
Boiling, you open your mouth to retort. Doesn’t he know how hard it
was to get help? To start taking the pills in the first place? Doesn’t he
understand you’re still learning how to love yourself, and that those pills
were supposed to help get you there?
But your boyfriend works fast to throw water on the flames. “I love
you,” he says. “Isn’t that enough? Trust me. You’ll thank me for this someday.”
He wraps his arms around you, shuts your mouth with his own,
overwhelms you. You don’t know how to be loud, how to be mad. So you let
him make you quiet.
♥
A week passes with no word from your boss.
You start having waking nightmares, especially on the nights your
boyfriend leaves after he finishes with you, nights you wish you could at
least afford to adopt a cat to watch over you while you sleep, to chase off
evil spirits. You don’t realize yet: We aren’t the evil ones.
Each night you see us in your bedroom doorway. You can move
nothing but your eyes, as if someone has nailed the sheets into your mattress
around you. You cannot make a sound. Cannot scream. Not that there is
anyone around to hear you; the walls of your apartment building are thick,
silencing.
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Every time you manage to blink your eyelids, we step closer. And
closer. Closer still, until finally we are right in front of your face, our hair
brushing your cheek, our milky eyes staring into your own, our pinprick teeth
bared wide in a grin.
We don’t mean to scare you. We only recognize someone stirring in
you, and we’re waiting for her to awaken.
Each time you wake with a start, the room is always empty. No one
else is ever there. But still you nearly knock your lamp off your bedside table
in your haste to turn it on, and you leave it on through the night as if it could
keep us away from you.
♥
One day you are late to work because of an accident on the thruway.
When you do make it to the office, you find your coworker stepping out of
your boss’s office. He cannot contain his grin.
Later, your boss presents him with a new plaque for his desk:
Editor-in-Chief.
♥
That evening, eyes still puffy from crying all day, you hold your
boyfriend’s phone out for him to see the text from your boss lighting up the
screen.
All yours. Send me an invite to the wedding.
Your boyfriend turns white.
“You weren’t supposed to see that.”
So careless of him then to leave the phone on the arm of the sofa, right
in front of your face.
“Look, it’s not that big a deal. I told him maybe he should hold off on
promoting you because I had plans to marry you and start a family. You can’t
expect the guy to let his brand new Editor-in-Chief go off on maternity leave
right after getting the job.”
He had plans?
“What about me?” you ask him.
“You’ll be so much happier once we’re married.” He fumbles in his
jeans pocket, pulls the ring from his wallet. It’s not even in a box. “Come on,
babe. Marry me. I’m the solution to all your problems.”
You laugh, knock the ring out of your face, and stomp out of his
apartment. Too bad he isn’t looking at the TV screen when we cross our eyes
and stick our tongue out at him.

♥
For another week you drive to work, you ascend those stairs, you trace
your fingers along that yellow wall. You stare unfocused at the computer
screen, the words of the obituaries blurring into one gray blob until the
voices of your coworkers passing by your cubicle startle you back into the
moment.
You’re tired all the time these days. Your sleep is often interrupted at
night by us (we’re sorry, but she is so close now), so you get an hour of rest
here and there when you can throughout the day. Without your pills, sleep is
all you have to ease the ache in your bones, in your soul.
Your half-hour lunch breaks are a rare opportunity. You forsake food
(your ex was right—you have lost weight since you stopped taking the pills,
but only because you’re too depressed to have an appetite) for a catnap in
your car.
One day you forget to set your alarm.
Forty-five minutes late, you run back into the office. You have missed
the deadlines of many of the newspapers by now, and your supervisor, the
Editor-in-Chief, is waiting at your cubicle with his cell phone pressed to his
ear. The poor intern looks like she might tear her hair out as she tries to log
into the editing software under your account, so that she can edit the
obituaries you were supposed to have done almost an hour ago.
You try to explain. They don’t give you a chance.
The boss is summoned. He fires you on the spot.
♥
Unemployed, you sleep night and day. You don’t even care that we
visit you anymore. You are fearless as we hover above you, our nose kissing
yours. You do not flinch as we reach out long, broken nails and slide them
down your cheekbone, breathing the very air you breathe.
The “nightmares” (though you’re not so scared of us anymore) are
preferable to reality. We are far less frightening than your ex, who has called
you so many times you’ve muted his number, and who now leaves gifts in
your mailbox with letters. “I will win you back.” “You are mine.” Threats.
Soon he replaces us in your nightmares. Oftentimes you wake unsure
whether he was a dream at all; you swear you can smell his nauseating
cologne lingering in the hallway outside your bedroom door.
♥
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We decide to stop visiting you just for a little while. To let you rest.
You miss us.
So one night you visit us yourself. You turn on the TV and find the
movie. That movie. This time you don’t look away. You barely even blink.
It’s still terrifying to you now, but for different reasons. We aren’t the
ones who frighten you. It is the men who silence us. Who kill us. The men
who wrote us, created us, hoping to turn you against us, to make you afraid
of us and the sheer power of our feminine fury, and your own fury too.
You don’t stop watching after the first film. You watch more. More
movies of murderesses, aliens, gorgons. You find yourself rooting for us, for
the mad women in all our incarnations, comforted by our presence on the
screen, reassured and even inspired by our righteous anger. And yet each
time we are tamed or—more often—killed by the men around us.
That is what scares you now: our ending.
Finally. She’s awake. It’s almost time.
♥
You skip dinner and go to bed only a few hours after the sun sets.
When you dream, she takes you beyond the four walls of your apartment to
a new scene: the office. Time to practice, she tells you and sets you loose.
It is nearly closing time, six o’clock. Half the lights are out. Most of the
employees are gone. Outside is a dark winter night.
You scratch your nails along the yellow wall as you drift down the
aisle, your feet six inches above the floor. At the aisle’s end you see the intern
donning her coat. The Editor-in-Chief is with her, encroaching on her space
as he talks at her. She inches away from him, laughing nervously.
Neither of them sees you, not even as you hover right before them.
The intern bends over for her purse and the Editor-in-Chief’s hand
reaches out, stretches tentative fingers toward the back pocket of her jeans—
He whips around at the small but sharp sound of tinkling glass. There is
a new spider-web crack in the photograph of his wife and child on his desk.
Your invisible fist uncurls and sends tiny, glittering crumbs of glass falling
from your knuckles. You stand behind him, breathing down his neck.
Welcome to the club, darling.
When the Editor-in-Chief whips back around, frowning, the intern is
gone. You growl a low warning, and he hurries away without even cleaning
up the glass.
♥

The boss is last to leave. He pauses to lock up his office. You stand at
the far end of the aisle, watching him. See me, you compel him; and, unlike
the others, he does. Or at least he thinks he does.
“Hello?”
But he blinks and the girl with the stringy hair peeking around the
cubicle at the far end of the room is gone. He shivers and scurries to the
back exit, away from you.
You follow. And you make sure he knows it. You play with the lights.
You caress knickknacks on the desks of your ex-coworkers and sweep them
to the floor. You send the shadows after him, licking at his heels. Every
sound, every breeze across his neck spooks him.
“This isn’t funny,” he says, turning to take a stand when the lights go out
completely.
That’s what he thinks.
You laugh. Softly at first, then louder, a deep cackle that fills your lungs,
fills the entire room, pushes your boss into a run for the exit. He throws
himself into the door’s crossbar—
You wake with the laugh still in your throat.
♥
As much as you want to slip right back into your lovely dream, nature
calls. You shove the comforter off, stumble across the bedroom, into the
bathroom.
In the split second before you turn on the light, you catch a blurred
glimpse of your reflection in the mirror: your hair hanging in greasy strings
across your purpling face and obscuring your black hole eyes.
Then you hit the switch and your eyes become the same brown they
have always been. You run your fingers through your hair, lifting it up and
back, away from your perfectly normal face.
Must have been a trick of the light, or lack thereof. Perhaps it should
have scared you. It did make your heart race—but in a good way. A thrilling
way.
There’s a lit candle resting on the corner of the bathtub. You don’t
remember lighting it. That’s because we lit it for you, filled the tub with warm
water and a glass with red wine, and left the towel hanging on the doorknob.
You know this is no gratuitous, arbitrary bath scene with a lingering
camera and a peeping tom killer lurking outside the door. This bath is for you.
For her. It is a ritual. A transformation. A joining.
With a flash of your teeth, you let your hair fall over your face again
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and flick the light back off, letting the darkness become you.
♥
You awake to a knock. The clock on your bedside table reads 11:53 PM
in a loud, red, glaring light. You squint against its shine. Your hair is still wet.
You’ve barely had a chance to fall asleep.
Knock-knock.
“It’s me.”
Your ex. With each crack of his knuckle against your apartment door,
your teeth press harder together. You try to ignore him and go back to sleep,
but he does not take the hint. Instead your cell phone vibrates. You do not
answer the text, so he calls.
“I know you’re in there,” he says through the door as you let your
phone endlessly buzz. “I saw your junker in the lot. Let me in.”
Heaving a sigh, you roll onto your back and open your eyes.
We’re there, hovering on the ceiling with a sympathetic smile on our
lips. And she’s with you too, of course. Don’t be afraid.
The bedroom door opens and we all hold our breath.
There he stands.
“The front door was unlocked,” your ex insists.
But it wasn’t. You have not unlocked that door for days. You have not
left the apartment.
“I heard what happened,” he says, taking a step into the room. “Your
job. I just came to comfort you.” One more step, another. Closer and closer,
blocking your way out, shrinking your world to this one room, this
mattress ...
You decide you would feel less vulnerable on your feet—smart
thinking—so you get up and out from under your blanket. Your ankles, stiff
and aching after days in bed, nearly give out underneath you. You stumble
and twist, catch your balance on the edge of your dresser.
“I’d like to offer an olive branch,” your ex says. “If you need any help,
I’m willing to forgive—”
“I don’t,” you insist. You stand taller. “Need help. I don’t.”
“Don’t be ridiculous.” He smiles, but you see something snapping,
collapsing inside of him, a twitch in the muscles of his face. “You need me
now more than ever.”
He backs you toward the corner.
Suddenly his arm is up under your chin, driving you backward. There is
a crash as your thigh hits the bedside table and sends the empty wine glass
there shattering against the hardwood. Your spine hits the wall; your ex does

not remove his arm from your neck. Your vision blurs. Over his shoulder, you
see the shadows writhe with our fear and fury.
“Admit it,” he growls. “Say it. You need me.”
He is trying to scare you.
“Say it!”
But you know who he is. Who you are.
Let us out.
The corner of your lip tilts up into a smile that disarms him for just an
instant, long enough for you to gather up the saliva pooling in your mouth
and spit it directly into his eyes.
Roaring, he reels away and lets go of you. When he turns back to you
with a raised fist, his curse is cut off by his scream.
You smile down at him from your perch, your feet against the ceiling,
palms braced against the wall like a gargoyle, peeking out from the curtain of
your lank hair. It’s a trick you learned from us. Good girl.
He turns tail. Cackling, you scramble spider-like down the wall and
skitter across the floor after him, your untrimmed nails scraping the
floorboards. When he glances back, he sees you on his heels. He is only
inches from the door when you scale the wall again and drop down onto all
fours between him and his only way out. He skids to a halt.
You tilt your head, your black, unblinking eyes sparkling in the dark,
waiting to see what he will do. The points of your grinning teeth dig into your
lips and your gray tongue flicks out to lick away droplets of your own blood.
You don’t mind the pain; you cannot stop smiling.
As you stand up straight, your bones snap and pop unsettlingly. Your
ex grinds his teeth, balls his hands into fists. Then he charges, shoves you
aside, sends you sliding across the living room floor and into the coffee table.
But even as his hand touches the doorknob, the lock slides into place.
Don’t worry, dear—we wouldn’t let him get away that easily.
Snarling, he twists the deadbolt to no avail, resorts to kicking, hitting,
pulling.
“What’s the matter?” you ask from behind him. “I thought you loved
this shit.”
He whirls around, cussing.
You aren’t there.
“Over here,” you whisper into his left ear.
He runs. You drift after him, slamming windows down and locking
them with flicks of your wrists as he passes them, letting the bathroom door
swing shut in his face. Corralling him.
You meet him in the bedroom. He flinches as the door creaks shut
behind him. His eyes search the ceiling, the corners, the shadows for you.
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Then finally he spots your black eyes leering up at him from underneath the
bed. You rest your cheek against one arm, smile and flutter your fingers.
“Let me go,” he whines, trying and failing to make it a command. You
hear a soft trickle as urine pools under his feet. “Are you mad?”
Your free arm slides out from under the bed and unfolds. Your fingers
walk to the pile of broken glass on the floor where they find the stem of the
wine glass. You stroke it thoughtfully, letting the jagged edge prick your
fingertip before your hand curls around it.
“You say that like it’s a bad thing.” The words are slow and thoughtful.
“Like I’m just some mad thing. A madwoman, not a mad woman. Like I’m a
monster. Less than human.” The hardwood floor groans as you dig your
claws into it and drag yourself out from your cave. “As if you’re so innocent.
As if you never gave me any reason to be this angry. As if you could make my
fury trivial and sweep it away.” Your spine crackles some more as you stand
up tall. “You would mold this story in your favor if you could. But we won’t let
you.” Another smile. You raise the glass shard. From the living room comes
the sound of the front door creaking open. “Run.”
He obeys. You chase him again. At the threshold he hesitates, as if he
suspects this is all another trick. But you’re suddenly bored with this game. If
we were you, we would certainly slam the door closed again and devour
him on the spot. But we have endured centuries of monstrosity, and hard as
we wish that you would kill him, we know you’re too soft, too young to have
a taste for blood yet.
Ah, well. This was fun.
You pop your eyes out of your head and lunge at him. He turns tail
down the hallway. We must admit, the cackle you send after him would
make any wicked witch proud. Nice touch.
When you shut the door and turn to face us, you find another freshly
poured glass of wine waiting on the kitchen counter and the television
paused at the beginning of your favorite horror film. It’s the least we can do.
“You know he’ll just tell everyone you’re insane,” we warn you. “You
should have killed him.”
“Yeah.” You shrug. “Next time.”
“You think he’ll come back?”
“Does the evil ever stay dead?”
We smile and shake our heads. Whatever happens, you’ll be ready.
Our job here is done.
Letting the broken stem fall to the floor, you cross the room and take
the new glass, the blood from your pricked finger smearing across it, and
raise it to the shadows.

the reader
Christopher Woods

we learned he was coming
weeks before, when people
in the village heard from relatives
the other side of the east mountain.
we lined up, some against
our will, our hands open
to promise or doom
by lines sketched in our palms.
to be judged
was worrisome, even frightening.
but people came to the town square,
children hiding behind mothers' skirts,
husbands stern and resolute,
ready to be appraised.
but when the man
began to look at our hands
outstretched, some shaking,
he began to cry.
he said nothing, offered no advice,
only looked at hand after hand,
large and small, and wept
as the lines began to grow,
one hand to the next,
stringing us together
until we were all connected,
inseparable, joined in a web
of whatever bound us together.

The Pink Casket
Atalanti Evripidou

There’s a street in Athens where you can get anything if you’re willing to pay
the price. Lost children linger in fragile semi-silence, lulling themselves to
deeper, longer sleeps. Ghouls and ghosts haunt its dark crooks, slender and
hungry and alone. The street’s name matters not. In time, you will come to
know it. In time, we all do. What does matter is the place which calls to us
and keeps calling until we surrender again and again, a thousand times again.
Slaughterhouse-turned-nightclub, the Pink Casket still has hooks
hanging from the ceiling, right next to cages filled with dancers and people
dancing. People and … other things. Glamorous freaks with greased, colorful
hair and clothes that were out of fashion fifty years ago sip their fluorescent
drinks as gothabilly music floods the floor with its fevered riffs. Smoking is
permitted, so the Casket smells like aftershave and joints. Coffins of all
shapes and sizes are placed upright against the walls and, if you’re curious
enough or kinky enough, you can try them out.
You’re wondering what could a girl like me be doing in a place like that,
right? You’re thinking: Which are you, lost child or ghost? Truth be told, I
don’t know. When I first came across the Casket, I was wasted. Alcohol had
barely managed to numb the pains I always feel after physiotherapy, and I
had no clue where I was or how to get home from there. I entered, dizzy,
damaged, and desperate for a fight. Luckily, the thing that approached me
wasn’t human and could not be fought.
She was small and slim, wrapped in a purple dress sprinkled with
neon green skulls. Her bony knees were bare and bruised, her hair looked
like eggplants faded in the sun, and her neon shoes were dirty. She smiled.
One could slip and fall in the gap between her two front teeth. She cocked
her head and stared at me for a few seconds.
“You’re bleeding wrath,” she said. “Such wrath could drown the world,
if you’d let it.”
My laughter was mirthless and ugly. I lifted up the bottom hem of my

jeans. I was used to the sight of my ruined legs, but she wasn’t. Her eyes
filled up with the image of my wrecked flesh. I noticed, then, that they were
golden from side to side, with no irises or pupils or white showing, though
this didn’t shock me as much as it should have. She didn’t flinch. I let the
fabric fall back down and wiped my sweaty palms on my thighs.
“You weren’t always like this,” she whispered.
At that, I started weeping with great, gulping sobs threatening to tear
my ribs apart. I hadn’t cried for two years. I hadn’t cried in the hospital, when
I woke up to find it had all gone terribly wrong. But I cried that night, in the
arms of a skinny stranger with insufferable taste in clothing. She stroked my
hair, mumbling forgettable trivialities in my ear, and I told her everything.
I spoke of the exams and of how my grades weren’t good enough to
get me to law school, of my parents’ friend who came into my room one
night, of my mum and dad muttering to me that I should shut up and take it
since he was the reason we kept our house when dad got fired, of how much
I tried to make myself invisible by wearing baggy, unwashed clothes in the
beginning, binge eating and gaining weight later on, then refusing to eat at all.
I spoke of how it ended, of the day I realized that my looks didn’t matter to
him, that I was just a hole with legs, a whole he could control.
“And so you jumped?” she asked.
I nodded, in between sobs.
“And so I jumped,” I said. “But I lived. And when I opened my eyes, still
in the hospital, my parents were there, he was there and all I had done was
ruin my legs. I’ve had six operations. He pays for my physical therapy and I
have to stay still and let him stick his dick in my mouth whenever he feels
like it. When it rains, the pain becomes unbearable and I can’t even go to the
bathroom. I have to wear diapers and my mum spoon feeds me three times
a day.”
I couldn’t figure out what made me confess these things to her.
Something inside me had cracked, and specters slithered out into the world,
howling, slipping from the rifts in my soul. But, as I was talking to her,
something slowly began to shift. The aching subsided and I started feeling
light and tingly, no longer wasted but still intoxicated. She looked different as
well. Her eggplant hair was richer and fuller, her body had become curvier
and more voluptuous. Her face seemed healthier too and, when I lowered
my head to kiss her, I did it thinking she was beautiful.
Plenty of creatures frequent the old slaughterhouse and not all of them
favor the same flavor. Panacea—that’s how she introduced herself, many
nights after that first one—feeds on pain. All sorts of pain. She makes me well
and, right now, few things in my life do. She makes me well and I keep her
happy and fed. Fair is fair. Plus, I do think she fancies me a bit.
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What do you want me to say? That she magically cured me? That I left
that wretched house? That I killed the asshole and chopped him up and
scattered the pieces in sunless depths? Maybe one of these things is true,
maybe none. That’s not the point, though. The real question is: What will you
do about your own pain?

Dinner at the Candlestick Table
Megan Wildhood

Hi. We only have a few minutes—we both know how this story is going to
end because it’s going to be death: one of us is going to jump and one of us
is going to stay on the eighty-third floor of the building under the piece of
ceiling that’s split the conference table in almost equal parts. But we will, all
of us, all the way down, wish it to be different. It would be hard to live if we
didn’t wish things to be different.
I know this—and here is what I want known about me while we work
out our diverging fates here under this pre-rubble—because I am, was, the
mentally ill person who provides, provided, caregiving for Paul. Paul is, was,
blind and hates dogs. No, Paul still is. I am, too, I guess. I was, am— ‘am’
because life really does the flashing in your eyes thing—reared to judge all
people as the same and to make very sure to include disabled people, but
hating dogs is pretty suspect I am told. I’m not saying that because I hate my
job because, if you’re wondering, I don’t consider it a job. No one likes being
a charity project, so I can’t see my job as a job if I want to do it well.
Paul enjoys spending his money badly. He smiles periodically at this
professionally arranged stack of white table linens he bought a year ago. It’s
not their whiteness—there was rationale for that: I needed to see what Paul
ate that day for medical reasons his primary rightly kept tucked under HIPAA.
Or rather how much of what he did not end up eating. It’s their linen-ness.
Paper towels, paper plates would do the same job as this feast-grade table
dressing. It’s just that Paul doesn’t have guests over. (I wasn’t—am not—a
guest). He went out, goes out, for his company. I wondered for a while
whether this cloth business was to maybe cover up the proportion mismatch
between the table’s bulky top and its chicken legs and the four matching,
miniature rectangles of fabric that just came with it as a set, like how at some
restaurants you can’t ask for no damn bell peppers because everything’s
premade. Paul can’t see it, though: he got gifted this table after the MS
tweezed his sight pixel by pixel from his eyes. But maybe he can feel my
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seeing it and how uncomfortable I am distracted by its legs, seriously no
rounder than pillar candles, that can’t really be holding it up. It’s like a Barbie.
But this is not stuff someone who wanted to do my job well would ask.
It’d be nice to do a job like this well.
Ew. I’m not that self-absorbed. Or won’t be soon. I won’t be absorbed
at all. I did try, fathom after fathom, to understand what Paul’s thinking when
he thinks about dogs. Though they’re cuddly love abysses, Paul didn’t like
them, doesn’t, even when he could get eyes into eyes with one. That sort of
thing usually works over even the knottiest souls.
How weird is it that the lights are on still, is the response, which, I’m
not an electrician. I am also apparently not scared. But the lights still kicking
means I can see the stranger fact that we are the only two of all our
colleagues in this room. Or the only two talking out loud about the end. I
can’t remember a time I’ve heard more human in a human’s voice, which
makes me clingy and clutchy in the gut, and then the rocking and rolling
really starts.
Of course, there are other people here. I wouldn’t know that I feel sick,
nothing, rage and relief so deep I’m a little high if there weren’t other people.
I mean, also, the twenty-five other people who make up this department
wouldn’t have all made it out the single entrance/exit before now. They
would had to have left before the first tremor and we were all solidly in the
middle of some distraction from work, chins tucked like we’re about to dive
fingertips first into our screens, until the clock fell from the wall.
Paul agrees, I’m sure, that being high is being pleasantly disoriented.
He takes exactly the right number of codeines, though. We didn’t, he doesn’t
know, we don’t know how many Depakotes yet. He still shakes, especially
during an MS attack. Or I think they call it a relapse. I’ve relapsed on MS he’d
say when your eye would inevitably drift to his trembling hands during
conversation and chortle. If only a relapse were the reason our building’s
freaking the fuck out.
I can’t, because I’ve broken out of a ten-mile circumference of my
rearing maybe—wow—once, so I’ve never been backed up enough from our
building, be certain. But I can imagine that, from real far away, it looks
spindly as one of Paul’s table legs. From way up close in it, it definitely feels
that way. My decision is to jump because the window is already removed. I
think maybe once a structure’s disintegrating, it only matters why to the
people who’ll survive.
Outside, building material peels off like swans. Memo-size,
cubicle-size, life-size. The chunks fall like I fall, which makes me feel briefly
that I have akinetopsia instead of Vicarious Identity Disorder. The other way
to achieve motion blindness is don’t look down. Only works until about sixty

stories up, though.
Outside, there sounds a swelling zooming like a plane taking off, and
the matching feeling deep in my inner ears.
Outside, the falling is so free it feels like a float. The
shadow-smothered world is lifting.
Powdered skyscraper wisps up and away like good music. Its upness
is how I can differentiate my own trajectory. I mean, I did know my path
from the beginning. But, you know, I guess I’d gotten sucked into the wishing.
I don’t know that there’s anything more human than wanting ending to be
different, except maybe that voice of the one of us still under half the table.
It occurs to me now, at what’s got to be story fifty already, that a
mondo dinner table is a kind of bizarre item to give someone, even if they
asked for it. Paul never married. Never, that is, gave his friends the only
reason friends would have to buy one another furniture. And it wasn’t a
white elephant situation, though that’s what the table looks like now.
Another bad purchase was a waffle iron that crossed the waffles like
plaid. Paul could taste the difference, he said: more catchments for salted
butter, the strawberry syrup he’d boiled down and preserved himself so long
ago it was basically strawberry schnapps, the carrot paste. Paul Braille-ed
somewhere (his phrase) that intermittent fasting resets your body or
something, so he doesn’t eat until four (hours) past noon and stops at seven
o’clock, but breakfast is his favorite meal, so he eats it just before fasting go
time.
I can’t explain the carrot paste. It’s what it sounds like and it’s not on
Paul’s dinner waffles because he can’t see. He puts it there on purpose. It
tastes better than it sounds.
Paul has permanent scar tissue in plaid on the backs of both hands
because I was out sick for a week. I’d been caregiving for about six months. I
know he had people before me. I can’t get a clear picture in my head of how
those burns would have happened by accident. But then, I struggle with
visualization. I don’t, didn’t, score high at all on the part of the SAT where you
have to fold a piece of paper in your mind, punch a hole in it in your mind
where the test tells you to, unfold it in your mind and choose the picture that
shows all the holes in the right places. I can’t, couldn’t, even guess.
Whenever I’ve needed to perform a comparable activity in the real world or
at the office, I’ve just used a hole puncher.
At this point, story forty, no one is in charge of my body.
When I am blind, I do not get dogs. I hate dogs because I had a
beautiful one for the first twelve years of my life and then she died. I was told
she looked beautiful; you could also hear it in how her paws tapped the
ground when she ran, how her curtain of wave hair feels like safety, like
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permission to rest. If she barked, it was more of a low, gravelly howl, like she
was pissed she couldn’t sing. She could reach the shoulders of
average-heighted humans with her front paws, keeping her back ones
grounded. This is how she shows you what to do with humans. So, you love
them and you stay with them and you sing the best you can for them and
you stay with them and you don’t freaking die after only twelve tiny years of
unquestioning love.
Dogs have perfect love because they have to cram so much of it into
such a small space of time.
Humans have damaged love because perfect love is brief. Quick as a
candle.
I never asked but this might be why my parents named our shepherd
Candle.
I’ve been far away from this city before—every day—and I have
thought before, when I’m traversing my many synapses while it looks like I’m
staring out the window into deep space, that this was a very beautiful city I
had, have, had here. I think the city will still be beautiful. For as long as cities
last anyway. It is also true that I am falling into the capital of hell, which the
name of is maybe No Meaning. The philosopher known as the body cannot
make, cannot even seek, meaning out of its current experience as we pass
story twenty-five, which I know by the purple duct tape across the window
that the washer somehow dinged with his squeegee a year ago and still feels
very bad about. (Maintenance says it’s on their list.) We got a building-wide
e-memo about it (the feeling bad and the list). We don’t ask why with those
sort of things anymore.
We, the coworker—still presumably, under the table in story eightythree—and I, did send mock e-memos to each other awhile. They got deep
real fast. The last one, which was from him: “does work have to be so
meaningless that you need a bastion of rules to keep people in line? That
coworkers will form, I don’t know, a community rather than narc on each
other for being on their phones or email or anything just to find a little relief?”
I didn’t respond because the building started dancing around.
It’s dancing now, a one-legged, broken-legged ballet member, too stiff
to spin, too weak to sustain standing, and the horizon is snapping up like a
shade.
Paul is blind because he has an autoimmune disease. He explains it to
me on my first day as he helps me show myself around his house. “Before
1960,” he starts as he waves his hand toward the important thing I’m
supposed to find on the table during my tour, “we were barefoot. All of us,
except in church, and even then, we had to take them off if it rained.” I give
him a confused look. This does not prompt him to elaborate, of course.

“To … wash your feet?” I never have, had much of an imagination.
“Shoes were leather. Last pair I saw, though, was basically straw.” The
thing he’s waving at is the table. “What does this have to do with me, right?”
He reads my mind. “1960 marks a couple things: first, the beginning of my
life. Second, the rise of autoimmune diseases.”
He sits. He wants me to sit. Dinner.
Flares of a setting sun, those tedious henchmen of joy, angle around
like the sky is a pool table. The wind grows hot. Maybe flecks of my face are,
like bits of building, peeling off.
I sit.
I am the crash body.
Paul does not remember seeing but he remembers when he stopped.
“It’s not dementia, because I remember recent stuff. The only thing I
remember from long ago is that I didn’t want to kill birds and I didn’t want to
catch bees.” Stones and vinegar and such.
The rain is stone. The rising ground is stone. The blood in my cheeks,
stone. Sight, thoughts, all but the collapsing column of office and window
and circulatory system and steel. The sky goes dark as motor oil.
For a bit, there is mighty wind.
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counterpart, Phantasmal magazine. Most recently, her collaboration with
co-author Antonios Galatis has been featured in Onyx Path's Gods and
Monsters, a companion book for the 20th anniversary edition of the
role-playing game Mage: the Ascension.
♥
Megan Wildhood (“Dinner at the Candlestick Table”) is
a Seattle-based creative writer, scuba diver and
social-services worker known for her large,
idiosyncratic earring collection. Her poetry chapbook,
Long Division (Finishing Line Press, 2017), ruminates on
sororal estrangement and volleying the challenges of
growing up on the planet that’s very nearly aflame. An
excerpt of her novel manuscript was published by AMP
Hofstra’s literary magazine in May 2019. Her other work
has appeared in The Atlantic, The Sun, and Yes!
magazine. She regularly writes for Real Change and
Mad in America. She wants to connect with other
weary humans around issues of mental and emotional
distress, creating real community from the ashes of individualism and finding
real hope—if only as an act of defiance—in these tattered days.

In this issue, artists from all over the globe deliver visceral
work that unpacks the things we don’t want to admit are in
our basements.

John Wayne Comunale ♥ J. Federle
Die Booth ♥ Yash Seyedbagheri
Deborah L. Davitt ♥ Stephen Mark Rainey
Chrissie Rohrman ♥ Crystal Sidell
Page Sullivan ♥ Ernest O. Ògúnyemí
Eric LaRocca ♥ Malcolm Davidson
Dawson M. Kiser ♥ Lee Ann Kostempski
Christopher Woods ♥ Atalanti Evripidou
Megan Wildhood

Welcome home.
Welcome to 34 Orchard.

